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ICOM

Count on us!

INTRODUCING THE
FIRST HANDHELD CB
WITH BUILT-IN
SELCALL
Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.

Duplex operation for
increased communication
range using repeater
stations.

At lco m our leade rship in CB is built on
innovation . And o nce aga in , ICOM is first
with the latest, the new IC-40GX.
The smallest h andh e ld UHF CB and

Open Scan/Group Scan
lacillty with separate
user programmable
memory.

the first with built-in SELCALL.
Now when you want one-toone, uninterrupted
comm unicat ion, there's
no need to go to the
extra expense of

Simple one touch scan
function: start, stop,
memorise

retrofitting.
The IC-40GX
saver.

allows you to

Feature aHer feature, ICOM puts you first.

send or receive
calls from a specific

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers

individual or group .

for sing le button speed ca llin g. You also get ca ll-b ack

Each unit is factory-

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.

programmed with its own unique

There's up to a full 5W of output power with a Hi/Lo

code and can monitor continuously, in

transmission sw itch to conserve power and a power save

quiet mode, until a selective call signal is received.

mode on receive. Plus a one touch C hanne lS emergency

You receive the calls that are speCifica ll y for you with no

channel, and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF CB
simpl e and as convenient to use as a handpho ne.

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and perfonnance
of the new IC-4OGX for yourself at your nearest !com dealer soon.

leorn Australia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Call: (008) 338 915 Ph: (03) 529 7582 Fax: (03) 529 8485

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be
sent to:

Official Publication Of
The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia
Skysailor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95
Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor and the HGFA Board reserve
the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published. All contributions
should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address and HGFA
number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Sky sailor is vested in
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and
other contributions is vested in each
of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401 ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
E-mail: skysailor@om.com.au
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month's issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to financial ~lembers - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is
applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING

Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel 069 472 888, Fax 069474328
President: Rohan Grant
002 311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002 333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, PhlFx 065 592713
Mobile: 018 657419
For information about site ratings,
sites and other local matters, contact
the appropriate state association!
region or club.

Vice-president: Andrew Humphries,
42 Cunningham Tce, Daglish WA
6008 , 093816053.093882401 Fx.
018917537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81, Lyons ACT 2606, 06 2998792
H, 018 697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 102,
Lara Vic 3212, 019 404299, 052
279348 W, 052 279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW
2289,049570216 H, 049 499199
W. 049 499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc.
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301. 078142113 H. 018 662328 W
Board Member: Robert Woodward ,
38 Addison Rd . Black Forest SA
5035 , 08 2977532 H, 08 2325405
W. 08 2237345 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871,
068514148 H, 068 521455 W
Paragliding Convenor
Fred Gungl , U2/47 Walkers Lane,
Bright Vic 3741 , 015 854455
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW 2443, 018181071
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079 597105 H, 079 576483
W (Forward PHG Registrations to
HGFA Office, Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations , 042
941031 ph/fx/tam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
I B Park Ave, Tahmoor NSW 2573
Pres. James Nathaniel (046) 810641

Advertising rates are:
Back cover
$225
Full page
$150
Half page
$75
$40
Quarter page

Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 02 99384420 W,
02 99799069H: Sec. Ian Duncan 02
9189962; Treas. Glenn Salmon 02
9180091

All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work
incur additional costs.

ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603 ; Pres.
Duncan Kell y 06 2805605 W. 06
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The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.
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AirBorne Windsport's new Shark 156 above the AirBorne
factory at Redhead NSW. Photo by Max Weiner.

CREDITS
Cartoon
Typing & Layout
Printer

2814556 H, 018 625091 ; Sec.
Catherine Thorpe 06 2896456 w. 06
2917978 H, 018630496 : SSO. Peter
Dall 06 2813746 H, 062684139 W
Nth Qld:
12 Van Eldik Av. Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Gerry Gerus 019
617935, 070341451 ph/fx: SeclTrs:
Ron Huxhagen 079 552913. 079
555133 Fx
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151 ; Pres
Doug Trent: 09 4594702 H, 09
4516990 W; Sec Keith Lush 09
3673479 H, 09 3679066 W, fx:
4741202; PG Rep Evan Williams 09

John Carter
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

4585454 H: Trike Rep Graham
McDonald 09 3649226 H, 09
4186461B
VicHGPA
PO Box 400. Prahran 3181 : Pres
Rob Van Oer Klooster: 052 223019
AH , 052 272523 BH ; Sec Tony
Hughes: 052438245 AH , 052
641091 BH
TasHGA
PO Box 543 Mowbray TAS 7248.
Sec. Steve Orinkald 003 267327 H
SAHGA
I Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph 08
2130660, Fax 08 2117115
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Clubs
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Sec Anton Rath
070537149
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
0755453391
Sec. Gordon Bieske
07555435149 H
SSO. Geoff Dossetor
0755435631
PG Rep. Phil Hystek
0755437237
Conondale XC Fliers
Club Inc
13 Cottman St, Buderim
Q 4556,
Fax: 074451897

Gladstone HG Club
4 Caimcross St
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
079793414
Sec. ,sandy Gemmell
079750232
Publicity Officer
Hans Respondek
079721203
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
53 Yungar St Coolum
Qld 4573
Pres. Mal Price
074480038
Vice-Pres Geoff
Bor.thwick
074760784
Secrrreas. Cathy
Edmunds
074463421
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc
Inc
Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645 H, 077
538565 W
Vice-Pres Peter Scar.fe
077 212666 H, 077
721766 W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077 724467
Sec Dave McManus
077 723043 H

I Cap
I Leather Key Ring - metal with full
colour enamel logo

9.00
6.95

4.95
I Metal Lapel Badge
I Car stickers
2.00
Embroidered badge
2.95
I Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices
I Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts
I available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money
I order. bankcard, visa and mastercard acceptphone orders welcome. Actual prices may
I ed,
vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
I order. Delivery 14 days when ex,stock.

: HGFA Schedule of Fees

I Membership Fees
$125
1 12 months (FULL) Membership
$135
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
I (WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
$130
I Additional Family Member (12 months) $50
$45
I Short Tenn Membership (4 months)
I Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45
I Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
$15
I available through instructors only
1 (12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only $SO
$65
Overseas (sent SAL)
$95
I Overseas (Sent Airmail)

I Certificate & Insurance Fees
$20
I Powered Operations Insurance Levy
I Passenger Endorsement annual
$150
I renewal fee
$150 pa,
I Instructor Certificates (12 mths)
I Initial issue (3 mths)
$40 qtr
I Instructor Certificates annual renewal fee$150
Passenger Carrying Endorsements:

Treas Steve Duncan
077 734930 H
Whitsundays HG Club
Pres. Wayne Smith
079513392
Secrrreas Ron
Huxhagen 079 552913,
079 555122 Fx

New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club
Inc
Pres Joe Barton
066803229
SSO Neil Mersham
066858768; 018
441742
meet 1st Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow
Bowling Club
Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons

065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
Illawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira 1st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
SSO. James Nathaniel
046810641
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Roger Lilford
062815404 h
Sec. Lisa Ryrie
062359120.
062359060
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064576019 w.
064567171 h
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966

$150 pa
Initial issue (12 mths)
(3 mths)
$40 qtr
Instructor with Passenger Carrying
$250
Endorsement annual renewal fee
Training Facility - Inspection and/or
Approval fee
$80 *
PHG Instructor Examination & checkflights (payable to PHG Examiner)
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $ 100
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew )
Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs .
Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sporting
$30
Licence, manuals, etc) #
Level 2 Competitions Coach (incl udes
ACC training course, registration &
$30
manuals, etc) ##
FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA
Comp Manual, Section 7 FAI Sporting
Code, Records Claim Pack (initial issue) $20
FAI International Pilot Proficiency
Identification Card (IPPI) Non$10
competition flying overseas
$10
Competitions Manual
$nil
Tow Guidelines
$10
Replacement Operations Manual
$ 15
Replacement Ops Manual Binder
NB:

* Charged at $80 per half day of inspection

plus

travel expenses (max. $250 per
inspection/approval).
# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996.
## Includes all updated material from Level I.
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ACT

Canberra Sports
Aviation Club Inc
Pres. Allan Taylor
06 2886311
Sec. Robert Burns
06 258 11 8 1
Meet 1st Tues ea mth
The George Harcourt
Inn Gold Creek Rd
Gungahlin 8 pm

Victoria

There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite
Facility approvals.

~-----------------------------

Mudgee District Sport
Aviation Club Inc
Sec. Darryl Ashlin
063742536
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063742092
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Peter O ' Loughlin
049430158
Sec John 0 ' Donohue
049549084
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Mike Warner
0245212 17 H
02 99555099 W
02 99555991 W fax
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW 2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
042942273 H
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
0411 362273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO Pascal Ferret
042 943533
Next meeting noted in
newsletter.
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
023872613
Sec John Trude
028873371
Treas Greg Wilson
028184704
PR Mark Hellier
023515475
Sydney Paragliding
Club
Pres Peter Bowyer
025254175
Vice Pres Tim Gearing
042681725
Sec Deirdre Skillen
027275087
Treas Roger
Montgomery
022203199
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
TamworthlManilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272
PG SO Godfrey
Wen ness 067 856545

.J

Eastern HG Club
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H

Sec. John Carter
037285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed York-OnLilydale, Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO Geoff
White
057501244.018
052793
Sec Karl Texler Jnr
057501733
Treas David Romeril
057562216
Club meets 1st Saturday
ea month Bright Shire
Offices 7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
035438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor &
Hope Tav Church St
Richmond
Sky High PG c)ub
Pres & Sec. David Mills
03 98 1927 12 H
03 92822448 VI
1st Wed ea month Vine
Hotel , 59 Wellington St,
Coll ingwood
Southern Cross
Paragliding Inc
Pres. Kevin Gingell Kent
Sec. CraIg Martinson
035928382
Meet last Wed of ea
month Anchor & Hope
Hotel 481 Church St
Richmond
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Tres. Andrew
McKinnon 03 4371069
Vice Pres. Nicole
Shalders 053 318 178
Sec. Meg Bailey
053492845
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob
Stevenson 09 3647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derry
093415271
Cloud Base
Paragliding Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Julian McPherson
093881584
Meet 1st Wed.
Boulevard Ale House
East Vic Park
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Gary Bennell
093804357
Sec Anna MUll!
093772021
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
091 798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H

SKYSAILOR
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in the Canadian Rockies?
Check out

Wasa Lakeside Bed & Breakfast and
More,
the ultimate pilots' accommodations!
James Swansburg

s this goes to print a new HGFA Management
Board has been voted in by the members. See page
6. There is some ' new blood ' and a few untiring
'old faces'. Congratulations to you all!

A

http://www.cyberlink.bc.ca/-swanys/
Email swanys@cyberlink.bc.ca
604 422 3551 voice/fax,
Box 122, Wasa Lake, BC Canada VOB 2KO

By the time you read this, the new Board members will
have been shown some of the ropes at the March Planning
Meeting, and no doubt will already be pursuing some of
their tasks . Information Bulletins dealing with current matters are sent out to clubs regularly for members or Board
members can be contacted. We'll endeavour to publish
updated phone number for the new Board members next issue.

tent. Perhaps now that the autumn weather is setting in some of
you will find time to put your experiences on paper.

It's that time of the year again for pilots in SE Queensland,
Northern NSW and of course some further areas. The annual
Inglewood f1yin is to be held over the weekend of the 4-6 May
1996. See the Around About section for phone numbers etc.
(which I have only just received). Last year saw many long XC
and personal bests, lots of aerotowing and flying of demo gliders. A weekend guaranteed to provide excellent flying and
socialising!

Richard Nevins is calling for all trike/tug pilots who may
be interested in providing this service at the World
Championships in 1997.
Also you will notice that we are looking for a new editor
for Skysailor. Yes, after much agonising , I've decided it is time
for a rest (and some flying!). If you believe you could do the
job, call Ian for the specs.
Happy reading and safe flying!

I haven't had any reports from comp directors or participating pilots so far so stories from the comp season are non-exis-

TV Documenta~
Now available on video
for some of Austral
An intrepid band of thirty avl~tor6 and the
Battling the be5t that mother nature could offer, our""
ed their weight 5hift microlight5 from Sydney to the Dalntree
Stopping along the way to meet the kld5 who 11't5 Ired their arauD

'z

C05t: $49 plU5 $5 p05taet: and handline
Post orders to: Mark Walker
L.C.A. Productions
327 North Rocks Road, NORTH ROCKS NSW 2151

----------------------,

I
I Name: ................................. ....................... ......................... ... .
I Address: ......................... ........... .............. ... ... .... .. ................... .
I
I ...................................... ....... State: .. ... ........ ... .......... .. ... .... ... ..
I Postcode: ........................ .. .. Phone No. : ... ...... ... ................. ..

: No. of copies: ..................... Total cost: ....................... ... ..... ..

I Please make cheques or money orders payable to:
I
L.C.A. Productions, 327 North Rocks Road,
~__________________________________________-J
IL ______________________
North Rocks NSW :2. 151
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To The Editor
A girl doesn't tum 30 everyday! So to
make it special and memorable, I was convinced to try a tandem hang glide. Mind you
it did not really take MUCH convincing. My
husband has recently completed his pilot
training for hang gliding, so a tandem ride
for my birthday seemed like a natural progression. I guess this letter is to say a big
thank you to Lee Scott and Jason from High
Adventure Air Park, Johns River on the Mid
North Coast of New South Wales!
What a glorious morning it turned out to
be! Even the professionals deemed it to be a
real 'corker' of a day! We definitely take for
granted the beauty of the region in which we

live and work, until we
become airborne and get
the proverbial 'bird's eye
view'! A perfect tow up
with the trike, and a perfect
glide over the
Camden Haven's North
Brother mountain, at a
stature of 1500 f1. The
Pacific in the not-too-far
distance, coastal rivers
and lakes beneath, the
Great Divide to the west and a perfect landing. Safety being No. I on the agenda, I felt
secure in the knowledge that Lee and Jason
are definitely an exceptional team working
together.
I have an understanding now of what all
pilots enjoy, no matter what their aircraft
may be, and why they have that special glint
in their eye when they peer skyward! Thank
you to my husband for the suggestion of a
tandem flight to make my day special, and
thank you to High Adventure Airpark, Lee
and Jason, for such a memorable morning.
And yes, I would do it again in a trice!
Yours graciously,
Cath Corthals

*

Skysailor
Magazine
Expressions of Interest
are invited from any
persons to produce
Skysailor.
It is anticipated that the

successful applicant will
be expected to begin
production with the July
1996 issue.
Contact Ian Jarman at
the HGFA office,
069472888.

•

Stop Press - New HGFA Board

AERO TOWtNq AT
THE WOWS

The new Board will be comprised of:
Mike Zupanc, Queensland
Jenny Ganderton, New South Wales
Rob Woodward, South Australia
Rohan Holtkamp, Victoria
Rohan Grant, Tasmania
Lee Scott, New South Wales
Shaun Keane, ACT
Keith Lush, Western Australia
Congratulations!
Rachel Bain, ACT

An invitation to any tug pilots
who would be interested in participating at the Pre World or World
Championships in Australia in 1997
and 1998.

•
Bright Hill landing paddock in the late afternoon. Photo Glenn O'Grady

Discussions over the past few years at
the Flatlands Competitions have lead to
some concern over the perceived advantage Aero Towing has at a tow competition. To address this and to provide the
best World Championships yet we would
like to offer competitors at these competitions the option (at an expense to them) of
Aero Towing.
As Australia has probably the highest
ratio of tugs to pilots in the World, we
hope this can be achieved. We need to
have an idea of how many tugs would be
available and an indication of the costs
involved before we can offer this option.
We feel at the Flatlands we have the
best venue in the World for this type of
competition. So if you are interested
and/or have any constructive ideas and
wish to be involved in another first for
Australia, please contact

Richard Nevins, fax 07 55964394,
phone 07 55963600 or write to P.O. Box
950, Nerang Queensland 4211.

SKYSAILOR

Contact: Mike Rebling w 306 352 3337, h 306 586 8679, Garth
Hemming w 306 259 3233, fax 306 2953581

Hang Gliding & Paragliding X-country Invitational
Date: July 28-August 2 1996
Where: Golden BC Canada
Entry Fee: $250 CDN
Prize money: $20,000 CDN

Australian Competitions
Barossa Birdmen Annual Flyin
18-20 May 1996
Where: Truro Flats Airpark
Accommodation: Limited
Fuel: Please order
Competitions: Yes

All types of aircraft are welcome to attend. Contacts for further information are: Ian Shaughnesy 085 23 I 751, Dennis Martin 08 2630553,
Kim Eddowes 085 640040

Overseas Competitions

.......................................................
South African National Microlight Championships
Date: 25 April - I May 1996

Entries required by 5 March 1996. Contact The Aero Club of South
Africa, tel. (01 I) 805 036689, fax (Oil) 895 2765

Castejon de Sos Spain
World Hang Gliding Series
8-14 June 1996
Location: Castejon de Sos, Pyranees, Spain.

Participation limited to 170 pilots for cross country & 30 in each of
the other disciplines.
Entry fee: 15,000 Spanish peseta for 1 discipline, 20,000 for two disciplines and 25,000 for all three. It is mandatory to enter before
May 8th. Transport to take off and retrievals are NOT included in
the fee.
Organiser: Ana Lopez Calle Rocafondo No 5 Local 08301 Mataro
Spain; tel +34 3 790 8482, fax +34 3 790 8656
Contact the HGFA office on 069 472888 for further info and application form.

Russian Comps
17-27 June - Altai Cup
27 June - 10 July - Russia Nationals (HG)
II - 22 July - Russia Cup (HG)
30 July - 10 August - Siberia Cup (PG)

Categories: Hang gliding: light weights- 50-300 hrs, middle weights
- 300 - 600 hrs, heavy weights - 600 hrs +; Paragliding: light weights
- 50- 150 hrs, middle weights 150-250 hrs, heavy weights 250 hrs +
Prizes: I sl place - heavy weights $5000 CDN; I st place - middle
weights $3000 CDN; 1st place -light weights $2000 CDN
Entry deadline: 15 May 1996 Fee payable to Fly West Hang Gliding
Ltd, 199 Marlyn Place, Calgary Alta, Canada T2A-3K9. Further
information: fax (403) 2720450 or email to porteuor@cadvision.com

Sponsors welcome. Be part of the largest money meet in the history
of foot launch flight.

6th World Microlight Championships South Africa
Date: 31 July - 10 August 1996

Entries required by 5 March 1996. Contact The Aero Club of South
Africa, tel. (Oil) 805 036689, fax (01 I) 805 2765

Gajah Mungkur Cup 1996 Wonogiri Java Indonesia
Date: 14-25 August 1996

Opening ceremony 16th, comp days 17-25th, closing 25th
Entry fee: USD $150 or Rp 345,000. This includes discounted airfares
& excess baggage, accommodation discounts, one film & map, glider
transport & retrieval.

Possible total prize money US $7,500-10,000.
Initial registration for Australian pilots C/- HGFA office 069 472888.

International Pamukkale Paragliding Cup '96
Test competition for 1st World Air Games
Anatolia, Turkey
Date: 7-19 September 1996

The 1st World Air Games '97 will be organised at the same venue on
the same dates.
For further information contact HGFA 069 472888.

World Hang Gliding Series
8-14 June: Castejon de Sos, Pyranees, Spain. Organiser: Ana Lopez
Calle Rocafondo No 5 Local 08301 Mataro Spain; tel +34 3 790
8482, fax +34 3 790 8656

The competitions will take place at "Kayacha" launch near
Onjudai village in Altai Mountains. Take off point for HG pilots
is 960 m above the valley; for PG pilots 830 m. The site has
good XC potential, much of which is yet to be explored by
pilots.
Please contact Vladimir Mitin, President of Altai HG & PG
Assoc. fax 3852260897, phone 3852 221487 or write Lenin
Prospekt 69, POB 67, 6560 IS Bamaul, Russia .

...........................................................
1996 Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships
Dates: 30 June - 6 July 1996
Fees: CDN$70.00
Site: Eastend Saskatchewan Canada
Type: towing with ridge days (weather permitting)

April 1996
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16-22 June: Sierra Nevada, Spain.
Organiser: Juan Morillas, Grapada; tel +34
58488560, fax +3458488726, mob +3408
366146
23-29 June: Piedrahlta, central Spain.
Organiser: Steve Ham, Avila, tel/fax: +34 20
36222215
24-31 July: Reno, Nevada (USA). Ray
Leonard, 3650 Research Way #22, Carson
City, NY 89706 USA. Tel : + I 702 883 7070,
fax +1 7028844030
20-25 August: Preddvor, Slovenia. Bojan
Marcie, Ziebe Li, 61215 Medvode, Slovenia.
Tel/fax: +386 61 612646.

PWCA Provisional Calendar 1996
Grisivaudan (Grenoble) France
7-12 May, Sylvian Piroche, Open
International de Parapente. tel. ++33
76459125 or 7608339, fax ++33 76082806
or 76459125
Ziliertal, Austria
25-30 June. Monika Eberharter, tel ++43
5282 228 I, fax ++43 5282 228 I 80
Grindelwa/d, Switzerland
3-7 July. The Secretary, Sportzentrum, tel ++
41 3653 1212, fax ++41 3653 3088

Grant Heaney, Paul Haines, Peter Kestrel. Peter being instructed by Grant.
Grant being instructed by Paul!

Granada, Spain
15-20 July. Club de Parapente Draco, tel ++ 34 58 488560, fax ++34
58488726

Chamonix, France
27 Aug - I Sep. Yves Mollier, tel ++3350555281, fax ++335054
5295 ~

Australla's first. utterly affordable,
totally transportable. fOot launched

powered paragUder.

Flying tra1nlng with accomodatlon available
at the Ught WIng Flying Academy.
Turbo-chute Info Vldeo ............t35 Inc P/H

hI"

1((Jf"e-

;~!Wati(l~ eat!

HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING l'IY LID
BAI.UNA AIRPORI'. SOUTHERN CROSS DRIVE
P.O. BOX 89
lWLlNA N.S.W. 2478
PH (06b1 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343
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Fatal Accident
A student microlight pilot was killed on March 2 when the microlight he was flying apparently tumbled and broke up at about 1000'
agl. A Coronial enquiry into the cause of the accident is currently
being held, with assistance from the Civil Aviation Safety Authority.
The microlight was a certified two-place model (CAO 95 .32). The
wing had been rebuilt 37 hours prior to the accident. Earlier on the
morning of the accident the student had conducted his first solo after a
consolidation session with his instructor. It was during the student's
second solo flight that the accident occurred. The instructor was distracted briefly and did not witness the accident, though preliminary
inspection revealed that the wing of the aircraft had broken negative,
with the aircraft upside-down, probably following a tuck. How the
aircraft came to tuck is yet to be determined . There has been no evidence to suggest that the tuck resulted from any structural failure of
the aircraft. A full report will be published once the Coroner releases
his findings.

Microlight Pre-Flight Procedures
It has come to my notice that many micro light pilots are neglecting to carry out a fuel drain as a regular part of their pre-flight preparation. For those unfamiliar with the procedure, it involves draining a
small sample of fuel from the base of the fuel tank and checking for
any presence of water. If water is found the tank can be drained further until all water is removed. The fuel drain is an essential procedure and has come about as a result of engine failures due to water in
the fuel. Not to carry out the check is inviting engine problems.

Accident Analysis
I received a letter from Phil, a Newcastle pilot hang glider pilot,
regarding Accident No 3 in my February report. Phil pointed out that
this accident report posed more questions than it answered and asked
that I provide the glider make and model, hours flown. details of any
relevanl incidents or damage, pre-flight check details and the attitude
of the glider prior to it breaking. On reading my report again I have to
agree with Phil (that) the report was inadequate. However I must
point out that as space in Skysailor is limited, I usually abbreviate
reports and provide only the information I see as necessary to inform
and educate pilots. The aim is to prevent other similar accidents and
encourage pilots to fly safely. This is obviously the prime purpose of
accident reporting, aside from being able to gain data to ascertain
trends or deficiencies in our pilot training and education system. Once
deficiencies are determined systems can be amended and improved to
increase safety.

pilots wishing to do aerobatics is to go and buy a Pitts Special and go
for it. At least the aircraft is designed for it.
Whilst talking accident analysis, I hear on the grapevine that the
HGFA Board is considering forming an Operations and Safety
Committee to assist me in analysing accidents and accident trends.
Sounds great to me. The Coaching and Training Committee have been
involved in this task in the past, though the scope of analysis has generally been limited to training accidents.

Accidents / Incidents
No 1
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

Description: During the launch run the pilot noticed that his run
was impeded, though the launch was made satisfactorily. In the air the
pilot was unable to locate the harness zip cord to close the harness.
On landing it was found that the cord and metal zip tag had broken
off.
Comments: Though there were no witnesses to this launch,
apparently the zip cord had become snagged on the wooden ramp and
had broken during the launch run. This is not the first instance I have
received of similar occurrences. When using a launch dolly when
towing a snagged harness cord has led to several instances of the pilot
dragging the dolly off the ground. One such incident led to the pilot
landing back on top of the dolly and suffering a severe cut to his leg.
The pre-flight check should include safely stowing the harness
cord.

No2
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Harness:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

My prime emission in reporting the accident in question was
that I neglected to state that after the glider had stalled at the top
of the attempted wing-over (though the exact attitude was not
provided I believe it was in excess of 90p), the pilot had fallen
into the sail and the glider had tumbled . This is a common result
of stalling a hang glider in a bank greater than 90p. This accident
was in fact better detailed by the pilot himself on page 13 of the
January Skysailor in the article "Tossing Silk".

Intermediate Pilot
80 hours
Advanced hang glider
Vest style front entry with side mounted
parachute
Nil
Nil
Not provided
Inland tow paddock

Mark Newland wins
the NSW State title6
on a Shark 156

The message I was attempting lo get across was the danger
associated with performing aerobatics. No matter what make,
model or age of a hang glider, it will most likely tumble and
break after is stalled inverted. I have found with aerobatics that
no matter how steep a wingover you do, someone will come
along and do a steeper one. Eventually you might end up doing a
loop, but after talking to several pilots who have been involved in
failed loops, lhere isn ' t much joy in those either. My advice to

AirBorne WindSports, 22/30 Kalama Road,
Redhead NSW .2290

b.'.
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Intermediate Pilot
65 hours
Advanced hang glider
Nil
Nil
6-8 knots
Inland ramp launch (Mr Buffalo)

Phone ·049 . 499199 fax b494~9395
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Description: Car towing using a payout winch. During launch the
side mounted parachute snagged on a rear wire of the glider, opening
the outer container. The parachute deployed at about 20' agl, the weak
link broke and the pilot and glider landed heavily.
Comments: The pilot was fortunate not to have been injured. On
the accident report he commented that he had no such problem when
foot launching or launching from a dolly, though he had heard of
other pilots experiencing problems with the 'chute catching the rear
wires when foot launch towing. It is critical to ensure that the parachute is stowed securely. The system used on side mounted 'chutes
where a length of cable is threaded through several bungy loops to
locate the stowage container should not easily snag on the wire,
though here it has. Most harnesses also use a velcro strip on the handle and outer container to assist in securing the handle. Check it regularly!
No3

Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Wind:
Location:

Microlight Instructor
12,982 hours
Two-place micro light
Nil
Nil
12-15 knots
Inland airport

Description: During a circuit training exercise, the rnicrolight
completed a landing and having turned through 90p to back-track,
was forced to stop quickly to avoid a collision with a GA aircraft
landing on the same runway. The GA aircraft passed within 2-3
metres of the micro light. The GA aircraft was conducting circuits
without radio.
Comments: Had the rnicrolight pilot not been keeping a sharp
lookout and reacted quickly to stop the taxying microlight, a collision
would have occurred. Subsequent discussion with the GA pilot

FLy

revealed that he was aware that the radio in the aircraft was not operational and that the runway on which he was landing was occupied. As
the airport is a CTAF area, VHF radio is recommended only, though it
is common practice for all aircraft to carry and use radio (and also
good airrnanship). It seems that this GA pilot has little respect for circuit procedures and was subsequently disciplined by the local aeroclub. This is not the only incident of this nature I have had reported. A
good practice is to land adjacent to the runway (if possible) and when
turning to back-track, turn away from the runway, thus never crossing
over it and placing yourself in a possible conflict situation.
Do not rely on the other pilots doing the right thing - keep a
sharp lookout at all times.
No4

Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

Restricted Pilot
12 hours
Intermediate paraglider
Nil
Tom canopy and several broken lines
15 knots, squalls to 20+ kts
Coastal site

Description: Pilot had launched into a breeze which was within
the speed range of his glider. After soaring for twenty minutes the
wind began to strengthen as a squall approached. Pilot flew off the
edge of the hill to land and could not penetrate forward to the beach
and landed in trees behind beach.
Comments: The need to closely monitor conditions whilst in the
air cannot be overstressed. With the comparatively limited speed
range of paragliders, vigilance is paramount.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth $

TilE EUROPEAN

ALps

Hang Glider and Paraglider pilots welcome

23rd June to 21 st July 1996
Tour operator is Konni Konrad, an
experienced hang glider and paraglider

Ii1!9~9~/id~i;ngllllllllll

pilot,
as well as a han,
instructor.

Purchase a glider tax
exempt in Australia,
have it freighted to
Munich at reasonable rates and get
set for a flying
holiday you will
never forget in the
amazing European
Alps.

For more details contact:
Konni Konrad fax: 00154980343384
or Rob Hibberd at Airborne
Ph: 049499 199 or fax: 049499395
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Results

The Australian Nationals
Paragliding Championships
The Australian Nationals
Paragliding Championships
concluded yesterday. The
competition was a resounding success with some of the
best weather for competition for several years.
The new Australian champion is Rob
Schrottner from NSW, very narrowly beating the pervious title holder and local Bright
pilot, Fred Gungl into second place. In third

place was Brian Webb, also from Bright,
flying well despite a recently dislocated hip.
The competition was also the venue for
the inaugural "Trans Tasman Challenge". A
team of six pilots from New Zealand were
resoundingly thrashed in every round, every
day. They will be looking forward to
revenge next year at Nelson, in New
Zealand. During the competition the pilots
collectively flew over 3,500 kms without
incident. Our deep thanks go out to the local
land owners , particularly in the Harrietville
valley, who have tolerated the chance 'dropping in' of these pilots for the last week.

Brian Webb
Competition Organiser

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1O

Rob Schroettner
Harry Buntz
Fred Gungl
Brian Webb
Ian Ladyman
Craig Collings
Ron McKenzie
Yoshiaki Nakagaw
Andrew Kemp
Enda Murphy

Aus
Ger
Aus
Aus
Aus
NZ
Aus
J
Aus
Aus

5738
5663
5647
5217
4841
4676
4529
4292
4119
3983

Aus
Aus
Aus

1742
129O
1181

Ladies
2
3

Christy Bishop
Fran Ning
Barbara Utech

Tran Tasman Challenge Bright
1996
NZ

Aus
Task I
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
Task 5
Task 6
Task 7
Totals

3,022
3,118
2,281
3,574
2,871
2,987
3,133
20,986

2,624
2,728
1,436
1,990
2,377
2,435
2,424
16,014

Paragliding PreWorld Cup
Bright
By Ian Ladyman
recentl Y returned from the . most expensive paraglIdmg competItIOn held m
Australia. The entry fee of $220 and negligible prizes surely reduced the entries to a
measly 30 or so pilots . But my choice to
attend this competition in preference to
cheaper alternatives was to be a part of our
"Open" for the season and to participate in
the first paragliding Pre-World Cup held in
Australia. Brian requested the high sanction
for the event promising to run the competition at the high service level required. In the
past it has been said that we don't run real
competitions in Australia. This inspired
Brian to ensure that everything was covered
correctly in a professional manner.

I

I was very pleased with the entire competition and felt the entry fee was worth every
cent. The competition included 7 very valid
tasks which were well set requiring challenging yet achievable goals. The competition
added 21 hours to my log book of very
enjoyable flying in lovely surrounds with
wonderful friends. That is around $IO/hr of
entry fee.
Sometimes in the past it has been difficu lt to launch when you may have liked. The
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new launch order rul es brought a smile to my
face to see them working so well. They
enabled any pilot to virtually launch whenever they liked with preference to the leaders,
yet no one was forced off when they didn't
want to. Harry Buntz told me that he would
be recommending our launch order rules to
the next world cup meeting.
Thank you Heather Stricek and all of
your assistants for a wonderful competition.
Also I must thank the two "ford 's" . The
weathermen Barry Rentford and Don
Whitford gave us wonderful weather reports.
On the Sunday morning Don allowed me to
help with his data gathering in preparation
for the 9.30 am briefing. It began at 7 am
when most were asleep . From releasing and
tracking the balloons, calculating their path ,
downloading from Avfax , Bureau, Internet,
and temp trace via radio Don didn't stop
once right up to the meeting. And of course
the data did not match so his experience and
knowledge was ab le to blend the most correct data into what was the correct forecast.
The trans Tasman Challenge was won by
Australia. The trophy will be displayed at
Bright Backpackers and we must now plan
our defence in New Zealand next season .

/

Australia's
intention for thi s COffi- ;~

petition is for

,~

developmental teams to participate at international level. This
means you may be able to represent Australia
even though you are not on top of the ladder.
If you are interested in participating in New
Zealand next season please contact Andrew
Kemp or myself.
While on the subject of great competitions this season , I remember the terrific flatlands organised by Peter Champion. He put
in a tremendous effort to yet aga in improve
the competition. He would have loved to fly
in it himself and hopefully will be able to
tind someone to organise next year's flatlands to let him ach ieve that. At $120 and my
17 hours airtime gives just $7/hr for organisers cost. A bargain due to Peter's enormous
voluntary input. And every single entrant
won a good prize of their choi ce if they came
to the closing ceremony! Thank you very
very much Peter and Lisa (Lisa, like all volunteers' better halfs, knows what time it
takes) .

*
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Aviators'
Camaraderie
On the morning of 27th January I awoke
to a beautiful day. Peifect for an amateur but very enthusiastic ultralight pilot
like myself. I've been waiting for weather like this for the last three months of
this crazy summer. I quickly got up, got'
dressed and hooked up the trailer with
my trike and headedfor Smithy's airport .
at Hexham.
On arrival I assembled my three wheeled
beast, did my pre-flight check and took off
into the blue wonder. I saw a group of three
trikes coming from the west prior to take off,
so after gaining 2,800 feet altitude I headed
after them, towards Rutherford to see them
in action. I decided to use North Rothbury as
tumpoint to fly back.
On the way back at 1,800 feet altitude
above the edge of Hexham swamp I hit some

Steve Ruffels and Dave Allen. Photo by Chris Monshing

nice thermal lift. I released the throttle, let the engine idle and began
soaring flight. Because I was quite enjoying this and was close to
Smithy's airstrip I had the somewhat, in retrospect, reckless idea of
cutting my engine so that I could glide better without propeller drag.
I figured that if I began losing altitude I could always make it back
to the airstri p.
The events of the day took an interesting tum when I lost the
thermal lift and began to lose altitude. I pointed the trike towards
the airstrip, but I could see that I would fall short as I was flying
into oncoming wind which was increasing in strength. Needless to
say, I tried restarting the engine and needless to say I was unsuccessful in this passionately pursued endeavour.

The Sydney Microlight Centre is Sydney's closest
approved microlight training facility, located at
Wollongong Airport, south of Sydney on the F6.
Learn to fly at our fully eM licensed airport and avoid
hours spent travelling to distant country airstrips.

THE SYDNEY MIC ROLIGHT CENTRE
Trial Instruction flights and flight training
available seven days a week (weather permitting).
PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)
Telephone:

(042) 941 031 (office) 018603 009 (airfield)
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To cut a long story short, I ended up landing about 60 metres
short of the edge of the airstrip in a 2 feet deep swamp overgrown
with 8 feet tall reeds. Luckily my predicament was observed by
chief pilot Shane Moore and his student, who saw my "nice landing" from their bird's eye view, as did R Smith and P Bryant from
the airstrip. First to approach me was Mr Bryant and then I was
somewhat disturbed to see Mr Smith beat the swamp undergrowth
with a shovel as he approached. This feeling turned to something
close to severe apprehension and hurry to get out of the swamp
when he told why he was doing that. To scare away the black
snakes that are apparently rife in the swamp area. Anyway my aviation comrades eventually succeeded in releasing the scratched but
otherwise healthy trike from the swamp and transporting it onto
firmer terra firma .
I have no doubts however that if it wasn ' t for the generous and
much appreciated help of aviation comrades, I would be a "sitting
duck" at Hexham swamp today, maybe in the company of a few
black snakes. I want to take this opportunity to sincerely thank R
Smith, P Bryant, S Moore, A Feneley, A Carvana.
You saved the day and made my day at the same time. Thank
you, have happy safe flying!!!
Yours sincerely
_ Zdenek Jerabek

*
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very unfriendly looking dog of the pitbull
persuasion appeared from behind the shed
and lunged towards me. Wonderful, I've survived a helicopter attack, a horror landing,
and now I'm going be ripped to pieces by a
dog. There was no escape, I was still
strapped into the glider, and even if I wasn't,
I doubt that I could outrun this animal . I
stood wondering if my harness might offer
some protection. Suddenly, the dog stopped
short about 20 ft away, straining and salivating. With immense relief I realised that it was
attached to a running leash which was stopping it getting any closer. I thanked the Don't
Get Ripped To Pieces By A Dog God, moved
my glider as far away as I could and derigged
as fast as possible. All the while, the dog
struggled to reach me, making the sort of
noises that suggested it would take the greatest delight in tearing me limb from limb. I
kept eyeing the leash, hoping it wouldn't fail.
Clearly there was no-one at home, so after I
had finished, I carefully edged past, keeping
as far away from The Dog as possible, hid
my glider beside the fence and walked out to
the road. The road into the house was
blocked by a huge gate, locked by a number
of large padlocks , and festooned with 'Keep
Out' signs.

..

By David Phillips

There has been a rash of reports
in the papers recently about dog
attacks. This story recounts how,
even in the comparative safety of
the air, we are not immune.
Drifting over a forest near Cessnock
(NSW) at about 2500 ft agl, concentrating
hard to stay with some very light lift, I heard
the familiar clatter of a helicopter. Looking
down I saw one of the local operators flying
low over the forest, obviously on a sightseeing tour. I watched him for several minutes
and decided he was no threat and returned to
the more pressing task of trying to maintain
enough altitude to safely cross the forest.
You can imagine my dismay when the sound
began to get louder. Looking down, I saw the
'copter in a spiralling climb heading directly
towards me. I was now a little worried, and
began concentrating more on him and less on
the thermal. He continued to climb until he
was level with me, where he began to circle,
about 300 ft away. The pilot had obviously
seen me, and I could imagine him pointing
out the strange craft to his passengers. I was
now seriously alarmed and started a series of
tight turns and spirals, trying to look as
unfriendly as possible, hoping this would
frighten him away. It worked, because he
seemed to lose interest and began to track
away.
Relieved , I returned to the task of crossing the forest. I had lost the thermal. and a
good deal of height, and now had no hope of
getting to the edge of the forest unless I
could find more lift. With sweaty palms I
glided towards the nearest edge, all the while
listening to the steady drone of the sink
alarm . A house and clearing near the edge of
the fores t appeared as the only hope within
gliding distance. With little height to spare, I
set up a landing approach into what looked to
be a reasonably sized clearing near the
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I've survived a
a horror
now I'm going be
pieces by a dog.

I got the message, snuck out of there as
quickly as possible, and vowed never to
return.

*

house. As I got lower, I
could see that it had
been carefully planted
with young saplings.
These were about 10ft
high and about 20 ft
apart and all over the
clearing. Very useful
for repelling attacks
from hordes of marauding hang gliders. The
only alternative was a
very small clearing
between the house and
a
nearby
shed.
Somehow we cleared
the roof of the house,
squeezed between the
trees, and managed to
flare before hitting the
wall of the shed. It was
one of those landings
where in the silence
after everything stops.
All I could hear was the
thumping of my heart.
Whispering a prayer of
thanks to the Landing
God , I gratefully put
the glider down in the
shade of the shed wall.
As
turned to
unclip from the glider, I
heard a noise, and a
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~ need to freeeze ....
Australia's most popular ultralight flying
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N~ a c;opy. ~h4 original lOur flying 5uit5 will keep you warm I Heavy dllty
rain re!>~tsnt aLIter fa~ric. !>Oft thermal
lined Inner fa~ric. full Ie"'.!th ~
zipe for eaee of u!>e. leg zip!> ~ you can
get in an out with your ~oot6 on. 60ft
cuff!>. ~ft knitted collar zip!> up to a
polo neck. S normal pocket" & 2 6eCurity pockete. Includee zip on/off ineulated
hood. Any colour 60 long ae ite green.
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ONLY...
$133.00

GET WARM

Size XS.S.M.LXL.xxL,XXXU(XXXL.
Size exchange OK for coet uf Poet/Pack
Poetage. packing and handling $16.00

Phone/fax or mail orden; with your credit card detaile. Cheque or COD 1I1~ OK.

~

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182. NORTH BALWYN, VIC, 3104

(03) 9431-2131, (03) 9744-1305
24HR FAX (03) 9431-1869

~--------- ---------~
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The Figh./ Back Begins!
World class events that bypass the politics and hassle of
national selection; World Cup Grand P rix that bring together cross country, speed gliding and aerobatics; affordable
international competitions; these were just three of the objectives set by Dennis Pagen, Spanish 10 Hayler and myself at
the WHGS formation meeting in early '95.

FAI

WORLD
HANG GLIDING
SERIES
has never been a better time for an outfit like
the WHGS to take the initiative.

hat really clinched the idea of the
WHGS for me, was the consensus
that hang gliding needed some
serious marketing. Because, in the race for
membership, we are in competition with
some very good sports. And we're losing.

W

Marketing success ?
$26 million, that's how much Michael
Schumacher will get for driving a Ferrari in
One
World
the
1996
Formula
Championships. And that doesn't include
what he will receive from product endorsement, branding on his helmet etc. This driver
will eam more in one year than all our manufacturers and top pilots put together.
What's really significant about this is that
it's just a small fraction of the total money
sponsors invest in Formula One. And that,
crucially, is a direct measure of how well
motor racing has marketed itself to the outside world.

Or failure?
Now, you can't accuse Hang Gliding's
administrators of having a failed marketing
policy, because, unfortunately, it looks like
they never had one in the first place. The reason may be the sport's rapid growth in its
early years.
In those
days, governing bodies struggled
with growing numbers
of pilots and
making
rules to control
them.
Membership
appeared to
be
doing
well enough
-WORLD CUP- in i t i all y.

SPEED GLIDING
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Marketing the sport never found its way onto
their list of priorities. Why should it? If coping with growth was a problem, why make
things worse by advertising?
It was a golden era, a period of plenty,
but sadly, no provision was made for the
future. So when the inevitable downturn
occurred, there were only rule books to turn
to. And they didn't contain the answer.
CIVL and national clubs are still not
geared for promotion and pUblicity. They are
about control and administration. So, if we
leave it to them to stop the rot and get the
sport growing again, it won't happen. The
best we'll get is well ordered decline.

Perfect timing
We've a lot of catching up to do. To turn
things around, we need committed marketing
at an international level. The problem is,
there is not enough cash left in the sport to
aggressively promote itself. But, here's the
good news, some people do have the money.
Sponsors. The trick will be to get them to
part with it.
The first thing to understand about sponsorship is that it's not a free lunch, it's a business deal. Sponsors will want a return on
their investment: exposure. And for the first
time, we're in a position to deliver the goods.
The sharp growth of satellite, cable and
dedicated sports channels, means that there's
now an awful lot of airtime to fill. So there's
hot competition between them to screen the
most popular sports.
And by buying up the big events , the
more powerful of these media moguls have
even put a squeeze on established national
broadcasters.
For them, the dilemma is this. There are
not enough top division sporting events to go
round. And they're being forced to look outside traditional sports like football and rugby
for good alternatives. For hang gliding, there

Hang gliding has got a lot going for it. It
offers something that main stream sports
haven't got; an extra dimension - up. It's
adrenalin raising, high tech and dynamic. It
also has star quality pilots, and the media are
always hungry for personalities - for
Schumacher read: Suchanek, Ruhmer. Tudor,
Leden, Arkwright, Pendry, Harvey... I could
go on. These are the basic ingredients that
make hang gliding capable of being projected and promoted as a major sport - synchronised swimming it is not.
So, if HG has all this. why isn ' t it up
there on TV with the best of them? In its XC
form, HG competitions are a problem for TV
producers and broadcasters. Their main
objections are: that it's invisible - most of the
action takes place away from the cameras
and therefore, it isn ' t a spectator sport: for
the cameras to follow the action would be
incredibly costly; and finally, (the event that)
should be our show piece, the World
Championships, only take place every two
years. The time between these competitions
is far too long.

Size counts
Now you can see why bringing XC,
Speed Gliding and Freestyle together in one
location and using one landing field, appeals
to the media. There'll be plenty of action and
all of it will be in front of the cameras. It will
in
draw
spectators ,
which will
give
that
ex'tra atmosphere. The
TV images
will not simply be exciting, they'll
be unique.
Imagine the
pictures

FlU
CROSS·COUNTRY

WORLD CUP
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FlU
FREESTYLE

from an onboard camera,
speed
gliding! This
is hot stuff.
And from all
this,
they
will be able
to
develop
audience
interest both
1IIiIII_1IIiIII_ _IiIIIIiII_ZIllliEIiIIIIiIIUl§lliI! in the sport,
and in the pilots as personalities.

WOIlLD CUP

But this is still not quite enough. For
broadcasters, building up audience awareness
and loyal following, is imperative. Their revenue comes from viewer subscription or
advertising or both. Whichever way, size
counts. For them, the bigger the audience the
better.
But, it takes time to build audience size.
And in the UK for instance, terrestrial commercial channels need to hit around 1.8- 2
million viewers before serious advertisers get
interested. The producers really sweat until
that figure is reached, and then they have to
maintain it. For this, they need a regular fix
for their viewers. It's easy to see why a
World Championship that takes place every 2
years doesn't get a look in. And that's why
the WHGS which has 5 events in its first
year. has grabbed the imagination of
Eurosport. Skysport. Transworld Sport,
Gillette World Sport Special, Reuters and
major networks around the world.
WHGS competition structure counters all
the criticisms the TV media have traditionally made. It is a platform from which we can
start the rejuvenation of hang gliding. But, it
will still need something else: entry from the
pilots and commitment from the manufacturers.

Pilots - bypass the politics
The series IS going to be a lot of fun
in a lot of great places. And for those
who have previously been excluded from
international comps, the low entry fees
make it a real , andaffordable opportunity
to mix it with the high fliers . If you
want to reach the top or just learn from
the best, you

should do just that, because they now hold
the key to what sponsors really want; media
exposure.

... Manufacturers too
There's a lot at stake in the constructors'
championship, and the 'switched on' won ' t
take long to realise that the media is going to
pay plenty of attention to it. It's a separate
area of competitive intrigue. And just like
Formula One, good media exposure means
that to get a slice of the action, sponsors will
want to invest in teams as well as individuals.
So, all the spin-offs for pilots, also apply
to the manufacturers, only more so. In fact,
they probably have more to gain from the
Series than anyone. By getting right behind
the WHGS and giving it their support, manufacturers will actively do something about
claiming back the territory lost to other
sports.

Re-take the initiative
Manufacturers should remember that
serious growth in the sport started with availability of commercially produced hang gliders. It wasn't bureaucrats that made the sport.
Pilots bought gliders, not rule books.
This may sound dismissive of the work
done by the sport's administrators. However,
it is not meant to be, what they have done
contains a lot of good and hard work. But,
their endeavours have lacked the balance
needed to keep the sport healthy and growing.
Given the current state of hang gliding,
increasing overall market size may be more
important than increasing a market share in a
declining sport. After all, bills don't get paid
with a 100 % share of nothing.
Manufacturers have to decide whether to
be market makers or market traders. And

there's a big difference between the two.
Market makers are proactive companies like
Sony, who created a demand for their
'Walkman' from a public who never knew
they needed them. Market traders just sell to
an existing market without having any control in its direction.
Originally, whether they knew it or not,
manufacturers were the sport's market makers, and they're going to have to take on that
role again. Only when the turn-arounds been
achieved will fighting for market share make
real sense.

Don't get eaten!
What's been written so far about the
WHGS has only covered some of the issues,
and only a very few of the possibilities that
the Series will stimulate. From the outset, the
design brief was to create a series that would
be great for the pilots, and at the same time
publicise the sport. There's been a lot of
work done behind the scenes and there are a
lot of people who intend making sure that the
best is yet to come. The WHGS message is
simple: satisfy the customers you've got then
appeal to a wider audience; turn the appeal
into interest - into greater membership.
This is not the time to take things easy
and there's a great quote by William
Knudson that clearly states why:

"The competition will bite you if you
keep running: if you stand still it will
swallow you"
Well, we've been bitten! Let's not get
eaten.
Murray Rose, Media & Sponsorship
Director
WHGS Tyle Llwyd, Llanfrynach, Brecon
Powys, UK
Tellfax +44 1874 695481

Ken Cooper flying Warriewood, Northern Beaches. Photo David Ferreira

can do it without having to go
through the process of pain, politics and
downright unfairness that some countries
call national team selection. All you need
is your FAI Sporting Licence and you
can en ter any or all of the WHGS series.
So, the motto should now read; if you
can't beat 'em, jOil1 us!

Get sponsored...
New ideas create new possibilities.
For the first time in HG, there's an international comp circuit that provides an
attractive environment for sponsorship.
Pilots who want to fly professionally are
in a position to go out and seek sponsors
to provide the funds to do so. And pilots
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How often do you transmit
this message and get no
answer? It is always time to
think, What is wrong?
Besides flat batteries or
nobody else on channel there
is one more thing to consider.
Do I have a proper antenna?

worry about the physical length too much. It is the electrical length
which counts, and it is usually 114 of a wave length or of its multiples.
This is achieved by a variety of dirty tricks, the explanation of which
are beyond the purpose of this article. Antenna theory is full of witchcraft and beside a pure maths there is plenty of trial and error stuff in
it as well. By al l means, it is worthwhile looking at least at the surface
of this wizardry.

How much energy can an
antenna really radiate?

"... UHF waves travel only by
line of sight path and get
absorbed or reflected by
obstacles. "

ntenna is the simplest looking part
of your radio, yet there is more about it than the appearance
suggests. The general belief is: The longer antenna is, the
more energy it radiates. This is, lets say, imprecise. Antenna, despite
its simple look, is a very accurately tuned device. The length of it is
critical and making it longer is as bad as making it shorter. Do not

A

Well, as much as the transmitter
generates (legal limit for CB is 5
Watts), minus losses . These are caused
by the resistance of the antenna and
feeder plus energy reflected back to the
transmitter, due to bad tunning or
wrong impedance matching. The latest,
if it exceeds a certain limit, can actually
damage your radio!

An ideal, omnidirectional antenna
would radiate the energy in globular pattern, the field strength weakening with the square of distance. The bigger the distance. the bigger
is the surface of our imaginary globe, which has to be covered by the
given amount of energy. It is amazing, that even our humble 5 watts
can still produce a detectable signal at well over two hundred kilome-

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1O.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Phone: 07 38901716
Fax: 07 38901718
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tres distances. Unfortunately, there are catches here: UHF waves
travel only by line of sight path and get absorbed or reflected by
obstacles. The curvature of our planet is the biggest of all. On perfectly flat ground, with the antenna at your head height, the range is
a mere 10 km. To fully exploit our 200 km limit, one station has to
be 3000 m high, or both of them at 800 m above the terrain. Also,
our signal is not the only in the air and the receiver tends to pick up
the strongest one, which, especially further up, doesnt have to be
the one we want. For this reason, we often change our simple quarter wave antenna (which has a radiating pattern close to the ideal
omnidirectional one) for a different gadget, antenna with a gain.

What is a gain?
Like many other technical terms, it is an incorrect expression.
Antenna, being a passive element, doesnt gain anything. In fact, it
always has losses and ironically, the higher gain of the antenna, the
more losses it usually has! If you find this hard to follow, do not
panic, keep reading ... If we talk about gain, we always talk directionality. Our antenna is not omnidirectional any longer. Instead, we
concentrate THE SAME AMOUNT OF ENERGY (or even a bit
less) in certain direction(s).
As a result, we have only a part of our imaginary globe to
cover, ie a stronger signal in the desired heading, but weaker or no
signal in the other directions.
This might explain why you, with your superb, high gain, helical antenna, cant contact somebody a couple of hundred meters
away but substantially lower or higher than you are, especially over
a flat terrain (no ground reflections) and if the receiving station is
fitted with the same type of radiator (receiving pattern is always the
same as the transmitting one). I had some inexplicable problems
during towing myself. As soon as I reached some 100 m of height,
my driver stopped, lost contact with me .. .
Helical antenna (do not confuse with helical beam antenna)
doesn 't come from hell, as we might easily conclude: the name
originates in Greek heli, meaning circle. This antennas radiating ...
pattern is a fairly flat disc, only slowly thickening with diameter.
Anything below or under it is simply out. However, the signal within the circle can reach a gain of some 8 Decibels. This unit is slightly confusing. Gain is expressed as a numeric comparison on a logarithmic scale, with the signal of either the ideal omnidirectional
antenna or half wave diPole. Nobody usually bothers to say which
standard is being used , despite there being a considerable difference
here. The term GAIN is meaningless by itself. It makes sense only
if we know in which direction. The best way to show it is a diagram, which should be available for any high gain antenna. To get
at least some idea, 3 dB means a double fold, 6 dB four fold and 15
dB a thirty fold of the field strength of the respective simple antenna, in the direction of the maximum radiation. Anyway, in the stick
like, vertical antennas we use, GAIN is usually meant as an
enhancement of a horizontal radiation in 360 dg angle at the
expense of vertical emission.
A UHF 15 Db antenna would be most likely Yagi (common ly
used for TV reception), about 2 m long, with some 12 elements. A
bit impractical for our handheld baby. Also its forward radiating
pattern, being roughly conical with about 30 dg angle between 1/2
power points, would cause inconvenience in the air. 1m using it on
my base station to access a busy channel 3 Melbourne repeater. If
needs be, I do not have to beg for a break. I simply press the PPT
button and talk, over virtually anybody else, from the distance of 50
kilometres. Not too considerate, you might say... If you listen to this
repeater, you will realise that it has to be covering at least one mental institution, where the venerable schizophrenics and manic
depressives have a free access to UHF radios. You cant seriously
expect somebody who is burping and f#$%ing in the mike, or
worse, re-transmitting Heavy Metal from his car radio, to give you
a break when you politely ask for it!
What I'm getting to is , there is not such a thing as the best
antenna. There are only suitable or unsuitable devices for each particular job. High gain can turn quite bad in our application because
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ANNOUNCING NEW INSURANCE OPTIONS
TAILORED FOR HGFA MEMBERS ...
In consultation with the HGFA we are delighted to
announce the development of new HGFA approved
insurance options for all members.
We can offer:
• Affordable "Flight Risks" Personal
Accident/lnjurV/lllness Cover
• Options for insurance of Trikes and Hang
Gliders:
* limited transit risks plus fire & theft or ...

* Full cover Ground &Transport or ...
* Full Aircraft policV - Flight, TaxVing, Ground

&Transport
As Registered General insurance brokers, with special expertise in aviation insurances, we have the
experience and qualifications to assist all members
with a broad range of insurance advice and cover
placement. We currentlv handle the HGFA liabilitv
Scheme as well as specialist services for a number
of other aviation Associations.
Please contact us for expert aviation insurance
advice.

HGFA Insurance Scheme Adm inistrator,
Kevin Chamberlain
Chamberlain Knights PtV Ltd
Insurance Brokers ACN 002 493 521

Telephone (02) 868 4044
Facsimile (02) 868 5262
PO Box 329, EPPI NO NSW 2121
Approved and initiated by the HGFA for the Members
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it always means directionality.
The way we usually use our
radios, too much of this stuff is
certainly no good. Lack of the
overall signal strength is rarely to
blame. Our problem usually is an
obstacle or an inappropriate
directional characteristic. Only
removing the former (or changing your position if it is a mountain) will help in the first case. A
different, often less powerful
antenna is the remedy for the
later. No conceivable increase of
total power will help in eithcr
case. Lets face it, we rarely communicate over more than fifty
kilometres. On this short distance
a simple quarter wave or some of
its derivate, with gain of 2-3 Db
horizontally, is more than ample.
But the radio is normally hanging
very close to our body, which
readily soaks in the RF energy about fifty percent of it - converting it into heat. In a higher altitude you might find it handy, but
this form of heating is hardly
doctor recommended and the
effective distance of the radio in
the direction of your body is
drastically reduced.

I

\

Unlike in other handheld
applications we have the advantage of suspension lines. It is
tempting to place antenna higher
up on one of them and connect it
through a feeder to the radio.
Unfortunately, the quarter wave
antenna needs a groundplate at its
base for a proper function. In
handheld operation this is normally provided by a metal frame
inside the transceiver. Stuck
again ...
Can we win? Yes. A vertical
dipole is ground independent, has
a convenient radiating pattern
and the greater length of it doesnt
bother us. Its zero radiation, a
couple of dg around vertical axis,
is not an obstacle either. The disGerry
tance between stations in this
direction is rarely more then 2
kilometres and communication is
happily conducted through strong
ground reflections. It also has some modest horizontal gain ( 1.6
against the ideal omnidirectional model. Besides, this position puts
our body out of harms way. There are many designs of a halfway
dipole and impedance matching circuits. The one I went for would be
definitely scowled upon by purists , trying to squeeze every miliwatt
from their radios; we can expect some 5% loss here. Still , comparing
with those 50% while the antenna is sitting on our lap, it is a big
progress. The vertical position of the antenna is important. By agreement, the CB waves are vertically polarised. In an extreme case, with
our antenna being horizontal, we have a loss of about 20 dB , meaning
only 1180 th of the available power being utilised. That would be
BAD!
Sacrificing some efficiency to simplicity we end up with thi s.
Take 105 cm of 72 coax cable (unlike in a properly matched design
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Stipekjlying his Excel over Bright Victoria

the length of the feeder is critical here) and fit an appropriate connector for your radio to one end. Then strip the outer insulation from 13
centimetres of the other end. Remove the shield, leaving only I cm
above the unaltered cable and pull it down over the outer insulation.
Cut a 12 om wide strip of cooking aluminium foil and wrap it ti ghtly,
4 tImes, around the unaltered part covering the naked shielding as
well. Put 14 cm of heat shrink over it and run the cable from your
radIO pocket, along the risers to one of the most vertical suspension
hnes. A couple of strips of insulation tape will hold it securely in
place. All done in 15 minutes for the cost of less than $10.00. Another
way is to purchase one of these from a Dick Smith store. For $30 you
get a perfectly matched dipole with a minimum loss but also a rather
awkward stick to fit on the line. The choice is yours.
Happy talking and listening!

*
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By Paul Tanner
Sunday 19 November 1995

I

t looked like another flying day; should I go to Flinders or
maybe Mt Donna Buang? Could I get up and go to it or just get
a sled ride?

After ringing around we took a chance on Donna. Lothar (pronounced Lotar) and myself waited at the landing paddock for Steve
but it didn ' t look good. Cloud covered the top but as we waited the
cloud lifted.
At the top it looked promising. For once an actual decent
breeze. Maybe we could ridge soar and go to sleep for an hour or
two. Vince and Andrew rolled up as we set up, so that was a good
sign.
Lothar was off first and appeared to ridge soar at about 8-900' . I
was off next. Where the hell was that lift that Lothar had?
Out I went, following the eastern spine, or as close as I was
happy to be, getting booted around. This was rough.
Finally a bit of a core, but very lumpy. Hadn ' t had time to look
at my watch for take off time because it was so rough.
Slowly climbing, Lothar tried to get in my thermal but he was
too low.
Steve radioed for info, but I quickly called back, 'I'm too busy '.
At about take off height, but near Ben Cairn (the thermals disappeared) I tried to ridge soar Ben Cairn but nothing was there. Oh
well.
Another rough thermal - rough today! I managed about 8-900
above Ben Cairn, but the drift was quite strong. I wasn't climbing
fast enough to stay and get too far over the back.

I managed 12 km point to point and a height gain above TO
around 800' for approximately a 3/4 hour flight. OK when can I fly
Donna again? Next time with a camera.

Off I went to Mt Toolbewong which was a bit smoother at last ahd
there was a hawk or eagle about 1000' below which was nice. But the
The cream on the cake was that I was home before dark!!
thermal wasn' t much. At
least I'd gotten away from
the mountain.
David Petrie launching from Mt Blackheath. Photo by Bronwyn Petrie
A bit later I was safe to
hop over to the Healesville
road. Th :: thermal had disappeared again. I was then
ab le to head north for some
ni ce landing paddocks (and
Healesville).

*

One
football
oval.
Looks good. Wind is fresh.
Speed on . Last 50 feet are
rough, but a good landing.
Radios are useless when
you've got hills to get
through. I got a reception
from the school students. It
was an aboriginal reserve of
some kine. They were a
nice bunch of kid s; one was
interested in my vario and
another had a go at picking
up my glider.
Later I was in a taxi and
Lothar met me half way.
Great. I saved some money
and Lothar had found me!
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ng Gliding, Sailing, Reef Diving,
. . . . . . \ . . orest Walks

,

[illl~li~'~n breaky, lunch, transport'n

Ca \I today:-

2) 942 999
Novice and Intermediate Pilos welcome
phone/fax: (042) 942 584

Why Not Go Troppo This Winter?
I started flying tours when Activeair Sports began back in '88. I enjoy a change of scenery
and new friends to join me. Australia wide and international flying tours, evolved from trying to escape the winter, staying in the northern part of the world until it warmed up at
home. This nomadic existence paved the way for continual refinements in running a flying
school and innovative ideas to keep ahead of the pack. Which brings us to now!
Blessed with instructors with similar cravings, Activeair Sports in 1996 is providing affordable flying tours for pilots who are seeking something really different. The time is AugustSeptember, the location is Far North Queensland, possibly the most consistent flying area
in Australia at that time of year. The main theme is of course the daily flying activities
which range from gut-wrenching tropical air to smooth coastal conditions. The tropics are
amazing, and so is this tour.

Price of $1,595 (ex-Syd) includes airfares, 11 nights' accommodation, breakfast,
lunch and transport. Mix it with people with similar flying and social habits, like the
odd beer or two, al/ in the warm tropical sunshine.
Imagine cruising the Great Barrier Reef on the 54' sloop "Maravu" to a sacred flying site
known only to a few pilots. Flying, sailing, snorkelling, surfing, rainforest walks, the night
life of Cairns and Port Douglas . Too good to be true? Why not go troppo ... join us and try
it.
20
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Hot showers and toilets are available for
those camping at the strip.
The Commercial and Royal hotels are
providing counter meals on Saturday night.
The Bowling Club will provide a bistro on
Friday and Saturday from 6pm till late. Fuel
runs can be made at various times.

................
Comp Results

flying competitions, Club BBQ, Free hot coffee

WA State Championships 1996
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Gary Wright
Andrew Sanders
Mark McCumber
Brad Chadwick
Dave Wellington
Sarah Chadwick
Mark Thompson
Shaun Wallace
Dave Eckersley
Phil Knight

4486
4363
Combat 139
4182
Airborne Proto 3653
3558
Elite
Airborne Proto 3518
Xtralite 137
3463
Xtralite
3460
Sting XC
3407
3279
Blade Race
Xtralite

XR

Avgas available and Mogas available
with prior notice.
If you wish to drive we are located 8 km
north of Sunbury on the Riddell Road, look
for the signposts. If you wish to fly, Sunbury
airfield is located on the north-western side
of Melbourne and is marked as Penfield on
the Melbourne VTC. Please phone for circuit
details. Sunbury Airfield 03 7441305 , David
Wonson 03 94322272 H.

Inglewood May Weekend Flyin
Product News

4-6 May 1996

CharlylFinsterwalder News
The German company Charly
Finsterwalder have appointed a new
Australian Distributor for their extensive
range of hang gliding and paragliding equipment.

The Inglewood and District Historical
Society is again hosting the annual flyin .
There will be a canteen at the airfield for the
3 days until approximately 4pm. Breakfast is
available Sunday and Monday mornings.

Accommodation: Inglewood Motel 076
521377; Olympic Motel 076 52l333;
Commercial Hotel 076 52l357; Inglewood
Hotel 076 521374; Royal Hotel 076 52l312;
Spur H Caravan Park 076 521407;
Inglewood Caravan Park 076 521665; Lake
Coolmunda Caravan Park 076 524171 and
Camp Greenup 076 524156.
Contact Alex & Deanne Selle on 076
521402 for further information.

Exporter Recognised
Newcastle firm Airborne Winds ports is
an active exporter and has developed its business significantly by expanding into the
export market. Airborne was recently presented with a citations for Export
Achievement by Peter Morris.
Said Mr Morris, "Using Australian
know-how and with Federal Government
support Airborne Windsports is helping
Australia become the top exporting nation of
hang gliders and rnicrolights."

Helmets:

Air - full face carbon kevlar weighing
approximately 520g, HV certified,
Integral - Full face kevlar GFK weighing
approximately 650 g
There are also three other models available including open face helmets with DHV
certification.
Charly also has a wide range of reserve
parachutes for hang gliding and Paragliding
including threc different deployment systems.

SKY CYCLES PTV LTD
Melbourne's Microlight Specialists
Moorabbin Airport, Tooradin, Bright
We specialise in trike sales and training
We have all the latest Microlight Products at the most competitive prices. New, Ex-stock

Our range of equipment is extensive, the
namc Finsterwalder is an internationally
recognised manufacturer of quality equipment.
Trading as Charly Products (Aust) we are
also dealers for NOVA Paragliders .
For further enquiries contact
Eggleton. Dealer enquiries welcome.

Mike

Products
(Aust),
27
Charly
Knightsbridge Ave, Belrose NSW 2085 .
mobile 0411 213304, phone 02 451 7127,
fax 02 9975 4229

Sunbury Airfield Open Day
& Fly In
Saturday 11 May 1996

AirBorne Edge Executive
from $18,847 * New
Pegasus Quantum
from $24,960 * New
Longjon Venturer
from $14,850 * New
Aerial Pursuits and Comunica Intercoms
Training packages
Second hand aircraft - Edge, Q, XL, Quantum

The Sunbury Aero Club is proud to invite
you to our Flyin and Open Day.

Free Trial Flights for all trike buyers, try all the latest products at no charge,
get the trike that suits your purpose and your pocket.

Museum aircraft on display, Vintage
DC3 on display, Ultralight aircraft flights ,

Phone 03 95875975 or 015 303484
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'This citation is part of a national program to give recognition to the important
role our local companies are playing in
improving Australia's trade performance."
"I wish the company well in its business
and feel confident that the citation will
encourage other businesses to emulate
Airborne's performance."
Airborne Winds ports has also been
ranked 47th in the Business Review Weekly.
The 100 businesses listed are ranked according to their figures over a 5 year period.

I Need a Vacation!
So you need a vacation but don't know
where to go! Travel Agents are good but they
only handle commissionable main stream
stuff. You want to grab your glider and go!
But where?
The technology of the Internet has made
information almost free. A little hard to find
sometimes but we are addressing that problem. Now there is a web site devoted to travelling pilots. It's NEW so don't expect much
yet! BUT it is free, so it will grow to be a
valuable resource. Because it is free, pilots
can easily submit cool travel information to
share with other pilots.
Check it out at:

to find "Hang Gliding Holidays Page" There
are ones for Paragliding, Kayaking and
Water-skiing too! These pages are brought to
you by the most fun place to hang out in the
Canadian Rockies, "Was a Lakeside Bed &
Breakfast and More", located in a valley with
a 200 mile XC flight! For more information
write
James
Swansburg
at
email
swanys@cyberlink.bc.ca or fax 604-4223551 or phone 604-422-3688. See ad page 5.
The home page address for paragliding
is:
http://www.cyberlink.bc.cal-swanys/p
ara.htm

Web Sites
Shannon Parker has advised that
http://cougar.stanford.edu:7878IHGMPSH
omepage.html is worth checking out.

From the March issue of the US Hang
Gliding magazine:
Bob Bradley has established a pilot email
address book at
http://www.mainelink.net/SKYADVENTURES/mail.html and a directory of
pilot home pages at
http://www.mainelink.net/SKYADVENTURES/myhom13.html

http://www.cyberlink.bc.cal-swanys/h
ang.htm or use your favourite search engine

Great for pilots to keep in touch and a
resource of US site information, on-line photographs and hang gliding information.

New FAI World Record
Class 1 hang glider record:
Pilot: Martin Henry; Country: Canada;
Glider: Wills Wing HP AT 158; Category:
General ; Start Point: Mansfield WA (USA);
Type of Record: Speed around alSO km triangular course; Performance: 30.77 kmlh;
Previous World Record: 26.31 kmlh (Drew
Wayne Cooper - 10/06/89) $

**** ATTENTION ALL PILOTS ****
NEW HGFA merchandise, which
includes our Polo shirts and Rugby
tops.
HGFA MERCHANDISE
Polo Shirt (featuring HGFA logo) white, green & navy
(sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
@
Rugby Top (featuring HGFA logo) navy & green
$40.00
(sizes 16,18,20,22,24)
@
Cap with HGFA colour logored, blue or navy
$9.00
@
Leather Key Ring - metal with colour enamel logo
$6.95
@
Metal lapel badge with colour enamel logo
$4.95
@
Embroided Sew-On badge (No Post & Packing)
$2.95
@
HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video
$55.00
@
HGFA Competitions Manual
$10.00
@
HGFA Towing Manual
$10.00
@
Beginning Coaching (Aust. Sports Commision)
$15.00
@
Better Coaching (Aust. Sports Commission)
$20.00
@
Topographic Maps (1: 100,000 or 1 :250,000 etc.
$7.00
Provide details separately)
@
$10.00
HGFAOperations Manual"
@
$15.00
HGFA Ops Manual Binder'
@
$8.00
HGFA Log Book"
" Replacement Prices only - (These items are issued free with initial
Full Membership)
@
$3.00
POST AND PACKING (BULK ORDERS SENT
C.O.D.)
@
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Paragliding World
Cup
'1~liZOJJIILA
Sponsored by: Advance,
Aerostudi, Falhawk, Flight Design,
freeX, lTV, Nova, Paratech - Red
Bull, UPIDK

M

any problems, 101 pilots in the
final, 89 pilots in the B-competition, and finally, a good event.

With 5 tasks from 60 to 124 km, the
PWC has a good start in Venezuela. La
Victoria and Lorna Lisa, 2 hours west of
Caracas, proved to be a perfect site for such a
big event as a Paragliding World Cup. The
conditions were sometimes strange, changing
from big strong thermals to almost nothing,
which caused some difficulty to many pilots
(including the always-smiling living legend,
Hans Bollinger!). This was an opportunity to
see new faces and the development of
paragliding in countries like Sweden,
Norway, Denmark and Venezuela. AU tasks
were race to goal. Free distance on an axis
was considered, but because of the problems
explained later, it was not possible to carry it
through. Every day pilots reached goal. The
third task was an impressive 123.5 km race
to goal with turn points (rather than a distance down wind!), which is the longest task
of this type ever achieved in competition in
the young history of our sport.
TASK I 67.5 km race to goal with airstart at the race track; 2 turn points; goal in
Guacamaya; start time 2 pm; 78 pilots in
goal; winner WaIter Holzmuller in 1:40' 17",
3 seconds before Dietmar Karg, der
"Erdbeeren Koenig", Hans Bollinger and
Peter Luethi.
TASK 2 60.1 km race to goal with air
start at Pao de Zarate, 2 turn points, goal at
airport of San Juan; start time 1.30 pm; 102
pilots in goal; winner Lars Roth (A) in 2:00'
12", followed by Daniel Crespo Valdez (E)
and another young pilot called Walter
Holzmuller. 101 pilots passed the cut ; as the
two were tied at 100, they both passed the
cut.
TASK 3 123 .5 km race to goal (world
record!) with ground start; 4 turn points and
goal at Guacamaya; start 2 pm; 7 pilots in
goal. This was the day of the young pilots!
Winner Peter Brinkeby (Sweden), followed
by Martin Buhler (Liechtenstein), Harry
Buntz, Toni Bender, Christian Tamegger,
Dietmar Karg, Stephen Stieglair; bad luck for
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itll.

Olivier Nef, Bruce Goldsmith, Kaspar
Henny, Jimmy Pacher and Jocky
Sanderson, landing short of goal.
The B-competition ran a 79 km task.
No pilots reached goal but Borjan Marcic
(Slovenia) won with 78.9 km in front of
Gurrnar Saetze and Shuoitiro Tadano.
TASK 4 78 km race to goal; 2 turn
points; goal in La Horqueta; start at 12.45
pm; 56 pilots in goal; winners Peter Luethi
and Harry Buntz (both 2:08' 29") followed
by Tamegger, Geg, Hueglin and Karg.
The B-competition ran the same task,
starting at 1.15 pm; only pilot in goal was
Fumishi Fujiyaki (3:47'08"), 2nd David
Casartelli, 3rd Hisanori Onodera.

more detailed perception of my experience
in Venezuela.

Computers and scoring program:
It was a nightmare. The pilot lists were
wrong until the end of the competition.
Thanks to Hames Papesh we should start
the next competition in good order with a
scoring program and without viruses.

"The PWC is a pilot's
competition, not a national team event. The World
Cup is made by pilots, with
pilots, for pilots."

Too many pilots!
101 in the final, 86 in the B-comp. It happens every year at the first PWc. We should
have explained the selection procedure better
and will do so for the next competitions and
for next year. To make the organiser's work
possible, it absolutely necessary for all pilots
to send their previous results at every regis-

TASK 5 71 km race to goal; air start in
EI Cortijo at 1.45
pm; 3 turn points;
in
La
goal
Horqueta;
25
pilots in goal;
winner Christian
Tamegger
(2:22'31") before
Dietmar
Karg,
offers an
Toni Bender, John
Pendry and Harry
exciting range of paragliders for sport and
Buntz.
recreational flying

Galaxy Sky Sports

B-competition: 60 km task;
start time 2.15
pm;
no
pilots
reached goal; winner Julio So sa
(59.9 km) followed by Hisanori
Onodera and Yuki
Hide Ozawa.
Some of you
have told me the
reports
you
recei ve after each
competition
are
very poor, just
reporting
things
you already know.
You are right! As
the weather is not
very good, I will
not miss a good
flying day, so I
can give you a

Standard-intermediate:
Speedy 21 , 23
Absorber Midi 27. 29
Experience 28/ 130
Performance: CqJibrd26; '.

perform~n;c:e~III~II!llllk~

Excalibur
Acrobat:
Sha
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tration. To enable pilots to book air tickets,
registration deadline should be two months
before the competition in the future. Every
pilot (from Asia, South America, Australia or
Europe) must know in time if he or she can
compete in a World Cup or not. This year the
selection of pilots was a nightmare for the
Venezuelan organiser. To keep pilots who did
not make the selection happy, they were
accepted for a B competition. This was a
mistake, as it was even harder to run 2 competitions with 187 pilots after the cut.
Some pilots proposed that accepting the
national team for selection would be a better
system. If we use the same system as FAI,
we would only have 6 Swiss and 6 Austrians
competing. Everybody knows Switzerland
and Austria have much better pilots than
Holland, Poland, France or Peru (just look at
the results!). Ifwe give more room to Austria
and Switzerland, how many pilots will we
accept from countries like Portugal, Chile,
Sweden, Italy, USA, Russia, Liechtenstein or
Korea? This is exactly what the ranking system aims to do. Also the goal of the World
Cup has always been to make space for good
pilots, even if they have trouble with their
national federation (e.g. Richard Gallon,
Xavier Remond, Olivier Tops or Gerard
Thevenot in France). The PWC is a pilot's
competition, not a national team event.
The World Cup is made by pilots, with pilots,
for pilots. This year pilots like Hans

BRIGHT POWERED
HANG GLIDING
- Trllu PllDtJ h...... Mort' FUn·Trlh Pilots HntMilrt' F\Jn-Trlkt

THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN
at the

Porepunkah Airfield
only 3 Ius North East of Melbourne

AU Year Round Teaching
Nothing But the Best!

Trike Pilots have

MORE FUN!
BRIGHT POWERED lIANG GLIDING
The Only Place to Learn

Greg & Rosemary Withers
22 Ashwood Ave, Bright, Vic 3741

Ph (057) 501555
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Bollinger, Harry Buntz, Toni
Bender, Xavier Remond,
Yves Goueslain and I, who
are in the Committee, are
spending a good deal of time
working for the PWCA. Next
year, and in the future, it will
be some of you. As long as
pilots are running the World
Cup, the interests of the
pilots will be the most important factor in its decisions.
The ranking system is the
best we have. In the next few
years, it will become more
and more difficult to be in the
top 120 or 150 pilots of the
world. To reflect reality, the
ranking system must be
improved at the end of the
season. To improve it further,
we need the suggestions of
all of you. As members, you
are the source of all new
decisions.

Safety
At the beginning of the
competition, the organiser
gave a map to the pilots with
two red areas to signal danger. A French pilot landed
there and had his GPS stolen.
I also heard about a stolen
camera. The organisation
Paragliding over Queenstown NZ.
called the police who were
Photo by Mike Duffy
aware of the problem and
were patrolling these dangerous areas during the competisites (Chamonix, Reunion, Grenoble,
tion. It is true, safety standards in Venezuela
Zerrnatt, Innsbruck, etc.), helicopters, pilots
are different from in Switzerland or
and doctors receive special training to rescue
Germany. What should we do in the future?
pilots from difficult places, like forests or
We have two possibilities: (i) to continue flysteep rock faces. This is not true in many
ing in countries where the safety standards
other places. At the worst, helicopters are not
are different from our own, such as
available in some areas (remember Owens
Venezuela, Brazil, Columbia, Russia, some
Valley). Again, we, the pilots, must decide
parts of Spain and France - pilots must be
where we want to fly and where we do not
aware of this problem and everything must
want to fly. Don't think it is easy. A French
be organised to minimise it; (ii) to fly only in
female pilot had an accident !:Vo years ago in
countries with a high level of safety, e.g.
Grindelwald (Switzerland) and discovered
Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Japan, New
the hospital did not take care of foreigners;
Zealand.
she had to pay first. As Switzerland is not
Only the pilots can decide!
part of the EU, the normal licence and insurOne Japanese pilot crashed around 5 pm.
ance we all have is not enough. If we do not
Through radio communication, the organisahave the money or an expensive special
tion knew he was safe, but they did not know
insurance, Switzerland seems a bad place to
exactly where he was. After 6 pm, another
have an accident. I would like to receive any
pilot gave the GPS co-ordinates of the
further information on this.
crashed pilot. It was too late for the heliTransportation costs
copter to carry out a rescue operation before
nightfall. The pilot was rescued by helicopter
In Venezuela, petrol is cheaper than
early in the morning and was competing
water! However, cars and repairs are almost
again the next day. Another pilot was rescued
the same price as in Europe (same as with
by helicopter during the competition. Tanaka
paragliders). This explains why transportaMiyuki, with a broken leg, was operated on
tion seems expensive. Also, the organisation
in Caracas as soon as she arrived.
made mistakes and did not have a good conSafety was well organised in Venezuela
this year. As for personal safety, we will have
the same problem in the standard of rescue
and hospitals in many countries. At a few

tract with the bus drivers. They also tried to
give a lift to all pilots, even those arriving
alone at the airport. This explains why the
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With all the problems
they had with the scoring
program, computers, too
many pilots, five tasks,
accidents, etc., it is almost a
miracle this competition
was finally a success! They
have enough experience
now to organise a competition anywhere in the world
and they are completely
ready to make the best
World Cup ever in 1997.
To make new events
successful, we need a lot of
things : good preparation ;
experienced people to help
a new organising team; help
from all pilots! We are now
preparing a bigger booklet
than the current one to
guide organisers. All these
things need time and
money. As we do not have
much money, we use plenty
of time. The World Cup is
Phil Peck from Brisbane Launching during his training days. Photo by Mark Bishop
improving every year. I
received the new FA!
Section 7 rules yesterday.
Some new clauses have
some PWCs in new places and face all the
price of transport from the airport to La
been taken from the PWCA Rules. The big
problems (remember Owens Valley 93.
Victoria was too expensive, especially for
old FAI is copying the young little PWCA.
Piedrahita 94 and Brazi l 94). This year we
groups. At the end of the competition, after a
Good! This and the success of the World Cup
have two new organisers in Granada and
difficult time with some bus drivers . the
demonstrates we are pulling together in the
Grenoble. I know they are already working
organisation managed to offer a cheaper
right direction. See you all in Feltre. where!
hard to prepare the events.
price to return to the airport. It was a lesson
want to win a task or two! Kisses to the girls
for next year!
In Venezuela. Elena and her team carried
(another important problem - not enough
out an enormous amount of work before and
Organisation
girls in paragliding competitions!).
during the competition. Every member of the
Every time we go to a new site for a
Xavier Murillo, TechnicaL DeLegate,
organisation worked night and day to make
PWC, we have an organising team with limgood tasks (thanks also to Richard and Andy
8 March 1996
ited experience. The demands of organising
- the perfect pilots ' committee). to have
of a PWC are now so high. it is almost
results. check all pictures, solve complaints.
impossible to be perfect the first year. Again.
etc ..
we have two possibilities: (i) hold PWCs
only in places with proven organisational
experience. such as in Zillertal. Feltre.
Grindelwald or Kitakyushu - but even with
experience. problems can arise; or (ii) hold

ULTRACOM
"Quiet !"

HELMET
SYSTEMS
No more 5houting at your pa5eengerel
fhe UltraCom ie the wo rld5 m05t popular eport aviation helmet eyetem.
fwo noif'e cancelling helmete with comfortable ear-muffe, a noi5e cancelling mike and a
Boteford circuit internally powered intercom unit come together in thi5 excellent communicatione eyetem. fhe UltraCom can aleo be connected to moet handheld radioe
including the ICOM range. NOWwi~h pilo~ c;on~rollea COOL AIR ven~6 !

TWO (2) DELUXE VERSION HELMETS with INTERCOM BOX

ON SALE $ 765

limited offer!

or with Dual-Com +$69, ICOM Radio patch on ly $99, helmet bag $19

(0:3) 94:31-21:31
ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
PO Box 182, North Balwyn, VIC, 3104. (03) 9431-1869 Fax
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Ramp
Rebuilding
at
Corryong
ayne (Red Beard) Potocky the
"Mayor of Corryong" sent out a
Mayday call recently for help to
rebuild the take off ramp at Mt Mittamatite.

W

The timber deck was in bad shape and
recent attacks by vandals had rendered it
unusable. With the approaching start of the
Corryong Cup in January drawing near,
Wayne Potocky the only resident pilot,
decided to swing into action. He go the green
light from HGFA and sent out an urgent call
to the IIIawarra Club for volunteers to assist.
On Friday I December "Chuck" Connors
arrived with his construction team known as
the "5 Cs". Chuck Connor's Corryong
Construction Company.
Wayne had been busy in the meantime
and had demolished the damaged ramp and
loaded a huge trailer with all the gear
required. An early start was made to the top
of the mountain in excellent weather. The
timber and equipment was manhandled from
the car park to the job and the work was soon
underway.
Five hours later the job was finished and
instead of relaxing and admiring their creation a mad rush was made for the car park

Various constructiqn statges with Mt Elliot and Corryong in the background.
Photo Clark Orman

where gliders were quickly taken up to the
launch site to take advantage of the good
breeze coming up the face. Good pockets of
Cumulus cloud appeared overhead and
Anthony Orman was first off followed in
quick succession by Adrian Connors and
brother Chuck who led the gaggle to cloud
base at 5 grahd.
A cross country task was decided on and
the gliders were on their way to Khancoban
where they landed at the local airport after an
enjoyable scenic flight across some of
Australia's most beautiful mountain terrain.
Listening to the pilots sharing and comparing
notes on this and other cross country flights
I've formed the opinion that paraglider and
hang glider pilots share a unique experience
as they soar above us land based mortals

Anthongy Orman launches from the new
ramp. Photo Clark Orman
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enjoying the adventure of free flight. I admit
to being unashamedly envious .
The following day saw the working gang
on top of Mount Elliot to do a clean up job in
preparation for the coming season and the
Corryong Cup, a popular annual event on the
HGFA calendar organised by the \IIawarra
Club and under control of Chuck Connors of
the "Sky Bound Flying School" Stanwell
Park.
That about sums it up folks. One of those
weekends where everything went well for a
small but energetic bunch of pilots who
enjoyed putting something back into a sport
that they are proud to be a part of.
Congratulations and thanks must go to
the HGFA for providing the material required
and to the "Mayor of Corryong", Wayne
Potocky for getting the show on the road and
completed in time for a great season.
Safe flying
Clark & buddy

*
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By Godfrey Wenness
magine getting airborne from your
favourite (or a new) site, cruising around
feeling the air and just moments later seeing your glider shoot forward in front of you
as you notice a gentle tug of your shoulder
straps. That gentle tug is your reserve's calling card as it inflates behind you. Add a 200
ft sheer cliff face and tiger country below to
this scenario and you ' ve potentially got a
very ugly situation on your hands. This is
exactly what happened to an unsuspecting
para-pilot recently and it could have easily
ended with more than just a few scratches .
The reserve literally just fell out of its pod
less than a minute after launch. Next time
you're flying along just think what would
happen if your reserve did the same - where
would you end up; what would your landing
be like; and would anyone have seen you!

I

This type of incident should never happen. So let's look at why it did, so it will
hopefully never happen again.
The intermediate rated pilot had just
bought the latest new high tech harness and
had a few low level coastal flig hts with it.
Upon arriving at this inland site he fitted the
reserve from his old harness to his new one.
He had no prior experience at re- Iocating
reserves. The handle attached to the container was of the two pin type and used split
pins. The split pins were not actually split on
his old set-up which also used bungee style
cord for loops on the flaps. The new harness
used only one pin to hold the pod flaps
together and standard cord. It came with its
own single pin reserve handle which had velcro along its length for fixing to the side flap
of the harness to prevent it from being loose.
He did not use the supplied handle and proceeded to use the old handle with the outer
pin as the active one. The pin was not split
and the old handle did not have velcro along
its length and was thus longer than the supplied one - it had the potential to leave a loop
of the connecting band dangling for things to
catch on to.
The pilot had a 1I2hr flight earlier in the
day which was uneventful. On the incident
flight, a few attempts at reverse launching in
the 5 - 10 mph wind were aborted. These
included some stumbling through low bushes. Prior to the successful launch, the pilot
did not check or ask someone to check the
status of the pin. A few minutes after launch,
and some time after the pilot had wriggled
around and maked harness adjustments the
reserve fell out and inflated at about 200 ft
ATO and 100ft out from the ridge.
The reserve was of the steerable type and
whilst pulling in the glider the descent drifted
crosswind. The pilot managed to pull in the
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glider, made no steering input to the reserve
and landed a few metres up from the base of
the cliff narrowly missing the tops of tall
trees. Another second in the air either way
would have been interesting to say the least !
Thankfully the pilot had a radio and
informed me he was shaken but otherwise
fine.
You don't need to be Einstein to see the
succession of mistakes that led to this accident. Each mistake could have caused the
accident on its own. Given the combination
described, the pilot really did not have a
chance. No reserve changing experience;
used wrong handle; split pins not split; and
didn't check status of pins prior to launch!
after aborted launch. One cannot always have
an instructor or advanced pilot looking over
your shoulder picking up these mistakes.
A few recommendations can be made
from this incident, and comment/additions
from other pilots is invited c/o the editor of
Sky Sailor:

* Only

pilots of sufficient experience should
re-Iocate reserves. At least get an experienced pilot to check the job if you're doing
it yourself. Make sure that the system is
functioning correctly and reserve can actually be deployed! Dealers selling harnesses
and reserves should endeavour to provide
this as part of their service.

* Use

the handle supplied with the harness,
otherwise get an expert to modify your
existing handle so that it works and is safe.

* If using

split pins make sure they are split
at least I cm at the ends. Better still use the
'Banana' style pins. A recent instructors'
conference determined that spl it pins with
small heads can actually be dangerous as
the head can travel beyond the loop and
thus not easily be pulled out, if at all (try
it!).

* When

placing solo reserves in large pods
use some foam (underneath) to take up the
volume so that the pod flaps are tightly
closed (ie: there is tension on the pins).

And probably the most important recommendation :

* Check

the status of the pins (that's what
the clear flaps are for) and the handle
before any launch and especially after a
tumb le.

Two other points from this incident warrant attention.
In a GLEITSCHIRM article I translated
for Sky Sailor in 1994 titled "Reserves:
Some timely discussion " there was unanimous agreement amongst the assembled
Swiss experts that steerable round reserves
are potentially dangerous. Had this pilot been
using a standard round reserve he would
have undoubtedly landed on the \Jill top near

the take-off area given that the wind was
almost straight in. With the small glide that
the steerable reserve provides he went fully
cross wind from the deployment place which
was slightly to the right of launch and landed
at the base of the cliff some 70 m to the left
of launch. I suspect the reserve was oriented
at an angle to the wind so that this was possible. In this instance the pilot did not have
time to grab the toggles and steer his reserve
but quite quickly pulled in almost the whole
of his main. If such a reserve is deployed low
with no time to tum into wind during the
landing phase the resulting ground speed
could compound potential injury particulary
if impacting a cliff or steep hill side. The
issue of steerable round reserves requires further debate so please contribute.
Another point which was brought home
was the value of using radios. The location of
the pilot was such that he coul d not be seen
from the cliff's edge. Without a radio his
condition may not have been known and the
rescue services may have been unnecessarily
called in. The radio also enabled directions to
be given to the pilot as to the way to walk out
- as the incident occcured late on a winter's
day with below zero temperatures setting in
soon after sunset the importance of this cannot be underestimated. It would be a good
idea to habitually take a radio if flying in an
area where landi ngs are possible in not easily
accessible/visible places especially if you
don't know your way around. Finding out the
local UHF radio repeaters channel and coverage area might also be advantageous. $
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State~

Club and Region News

Queens/and

Canungra Hang Gliding Club
Inc
Pretty embarrassing when Marie starts
hijacking club newsletters and publishing
them in Skysailor (as in the March edition).
Hard to stop sending them to her as she is a
club member, albeit unfinancial, but their
publication may end in causing as much dismay and unwelcome fan mail as some previous columns in this magazine. Not wishing
to distress editors and solicitors alike, the
answer I concluded was to desist in submitting the columns altogether. To thresh and
winnow the talent of the club instead, seeking, as in all evolution, a superior being, that

was willing and with a dynamic razor sharp
wit, to be my replacement. And although all
other criteria bar willingness have long since
been excluded still a successor has not been
identified.

$30,000 in return for which the club will be
granted a very long term permit to occupy
for a nominal fee . The club will have all
commercial rights but would not be allowed
to build.

Ok, you win Marie. Here is some (hopefully sanitised) gossip which you may be
good enough to squeeze into the April edition.

An application has been sent to the (State
Government) Gaming Machine Community
Benefit Fund for the money and hopefully
the HGFA will also consider funding. It is
also possible that the council may decide to
fund the total purchase allowing the club
time to repay the $30,000 .

Countrywide Real Estate Queensland Pty
Ltd is the company which has gained
approval for the sub-division of some 207
hectares at the base of the Mt Tamborine
launch. The sub-division will incorporate fifteen 2.0 ha average and ninety-four 1.0 ha
average lots. The remainder, approx. 83 ha,
will be public open space. As this land also
incorporates our present bombout, the council, in its infinite wisdom has in its approval
stipulated that the developer provide a "suitable emergency landing area for hang gliding
enthusiasts." The club has indicated to both
the council and the developer that a minimum size of 300 m x 100 m (3 ha) would be
necessary for the site to maintain its rating.
Other preferences with regard to position and
orientation have
also been conveyed.

The closest Hang Gliding School
to the Victorian metropolitan areas.
We offer a full range of services including:
.:.

Novice Certificate Courses

.:.

Introductory Courses

•:.

Tandem Instructional Flights

.:.

Towing Endorsements

.:.

Introduction to XC Flying &
Tours

•:.

Equipment Hire

and used gliders, spare parts
accesso~s for:

.:.

Aussie Born

.:.

Brauniger

.:.

Icom

.:.

Flytec

We accept Novice and Intermediate
gliders as trade-ins.
Contact Rohan & Sandra Holtkamp
Dynamic Flight Hang Gliding School,
RMB 2368, Trawalla 3373

Phone: (053) 492845
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Meanwhile
the etTorts of the
club to acquire the
launch site have
escalated the point
where a contract
between the owners
and
Beaudesert Shire
Council
should
have been signed
by now. A valuer
who excluded the
possibility
of
building
ever
being
allowed,
valued one hectare
of land on launch
at around $80,000.
The council has
negotiated
with
the owners to subdivide a 7-8 ha
parcel of land
(which will join
Witches
Falls
National Park to
the
Polish
Gallery). The askis
ing
price
$100,000.
The
council has asked
the club for a conof
tribution

Recently too the council has given
approval in principle (don't rush out with the
chainsaws just yet) to the doubling of the
launch area which for one would mean that
quite a large field could be chucked otT in a
competition.
Over on Beechmont the club has just
negotiated a new lease with the owner of the
launch. The old lease excluded anyone from
making any commercial gain (including
tandems and instruction) on the land. Under
the new lease those instructors who are
approved by the club in writing to the owner
will be (and will be the only ones) allowed
commercial activity on the land. Neither
lease says anything specifically about
paragliding. The owner has indicated. no
stressed, that except under the direst circumstances will he allow the pilot of any aircraft
to land on his property. Any breach of this
wish will place the lease over the launch in
extreme jeopardy. Hang gliders do not normally even look like landing on the owner 's
property but to paragliders this land will
invariably, eventually prove too tempting .
The club has no choice but to continue the
ban on paragliding at Beechmont until such
time as a solution to this problem is found.
Down below the 256 acre property of
which the bombout forms part is up for sale .
This fully operational dairy comes complete
with 80 cows and will only cost some altruistic pilot around $900,000. Sigh. Let us pray
that the new owners will be just as receptive
to the spectacle of hang gliders ploughing in
as the old ones.
At a recent meeting the club gave a minutes silence for Stephen Stones whose death
by suicide marked a tragic end to a tragic
story which began in 1992 when Stephen
was rendered paraplegic in a hang gliding
accident. The club regrets it could not lend
more support and extends its sympathies to
friends and family.
On a brighter note Scott Tucker has had
the best of the recent weather with a 135 km
flight from Beechmont to Withcott. Speedy,
Jon Durand, moi and Glen McLeod all
enjoyed flights further than 100 km on the
same day.
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In a few short months the AGM will be
upon us and I think I can safely say that the
majority of the executive will not stand for
re-election. If you are one of the members
likely to be roped into office (and even if you
are not) you might want to start thinking
about who you want to be roped in with you.
Get a team together. If instead you sit back
and watch the least unwilling take over, well ,
they say people get the government they
deserve. This is a big association with (let me
check) 171 financial members. To do the job
of any position on the executive any justice
at all, obviously a large amount of time and
energy will be consumed. The vast majority
of members who are approached about filling
one of the elected positions start shaking,
tum white and typically give the time excuse.
Without a committed executive this club will
quickly slide into obscurity. Start searching
your soul.
The maker of a rather stiff windsock
erected in the Beechmont bombout is popular
with several pilots after the sock contributed
to a few tailwind landings and a couple of
bits of broken aluminium. The maker even
managed to get the club to pay for the windsock. This is the sort of entrepreneurial brilliance that made Nomads famous and which
should clearly be utilised to m,aximum
advantage - perhaps even as President. Onya
Tony,

Gordo, Secretary
Ed's note: He's right; I am unfinancial!
That $10 just won't get in the envelope and
post itself! If I'd known that hijacking the
club newsletter would have resulted in
Gordo 's very entertaining column resuming,
I'd have done it ages ago!

New South Wales

.. .love to hear your comments!
Some good flying has been had lately,
though we' re still lacking that quantity! It
sure does seem like the cold southerlies are
back!

Mark Steele

Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Our meeting which started off looking
like a non event actually turned into a good
show. First congratulations to John (lockout)
Trude on taking over from Steve Hocking as
Secretary. Steve has put in an enormous
effort for the club and deserves our many
thanks. Greg "greasy thumbs" Wilkinson has
volunteered to be treasurer and our fearless
leader is still the honourable Dick Heffer.
Some of our diehards have had good flights
and even I skyed out at Blackheath on a day
when only two others showed,
Bill Moyes arrived late just back from
the Grand Prix where he and Steve put on an
aerial display by towing off a pontoon in the
river next to the track, Seemed like the only
way to get away from the noise of the cars.
Bill thinks we haven't been utilising
Rylestone to the fullest since the hills to the
east work really well and should produce all
day flights if they are just towed there. A
long way to walk back if you don't make it!
Exciting new engines on the way for the
Dragonfly and Tempest should have us in the
air faster than a bungie. To all those going to
the State Titles in Manilla we wish good
weather upon you all. If you can't make it to
Manilla then don ' t forget the Inter Club
comp this time to be held on the South coast.

ing along with handouts for the month's
events.
The first trip for the year, to Pacific
Palms, followed a week of atrocious weather
which fortunately broke just in time and
allowed most of the party to get airborne. We
could only fly the south-east sites and most
of us left wanting to return in a good
'Noreaster or Easterly to experience the larger and more exciting sites.
The second trip was a foray for the day to
the Central Coast as an introduction to some
of the sites within easy reach of Sydney.
Again the weather did not favour us and only
a few made the trip in the pouring rain which
fortunately stopped just north of Sydney, Our
thanks to Ian Duffy who was kind enough to
give us the 'low down' on the area and whetting our appetite for a return visit. Anyone
wishing to fly the area should contact Ian as
a matter of courtesy and for advice on some
of the sites which are located in State
Recreation Areas. Dane Snelling was the
only pilot to venture forth, the wind being
too strong for the paragliders, making a good
flight from Forresters Beach to the Entrance,
landing on the North side of the Entrance
channel. I set off with the video camera to
record some of the sites for the club library.
The March meeting was a disappointing
turnout after such a good showing in
February. We welcomed back John Trude
recovered from his recent accident. It was

Affordable 2 Seat Flying

The Venturer $14,850
Look what you get!!! A fully legal 2
seat aircraft with heaps of performance and great handling on a 1.5
gph burn.

Don ' t forget our meetings are on the second Monday of the month at the Moyes factory.

Central Coast Hang Gliding
Club

See ya there,
Mark Hellier

Fellow pilots and punters, you can now
check out our sites on the Internet!
As most of our members know, I have
been surfing the net for a while now, and
thought it would be a good idea to publicly
display what the Central Coast and nearby
areas have to offer by way of Soaring,
Thermalling, and Towing.

VNE

NORTHERN

BEAC H ES

Cruise
Stall
Climb
Area
Aspect ratio
Load factor

100 mph
60 mph
28mph
500-800 ftlmn
162 sq ft
8
+6G/-3G

You can check out my Home page and
the Central Coast's Sites, download a copy of
our site guides, view our Hot T-shirts!, my
weird friends, pilot links, and a Gallery of
our sites,

Northern Beaches Hang
Gliding Club

This is a most proven design with
over 800 units sold worldwide.

How .. , simply tune your Web browser
to .. , http://www.ozemail .com.au/-docwho

The Club Calendar for '96 has been compiled and was circulated at the March meet-

Phone 03 95875975 for more
info or to arrange a test flight.

and email me at... docwhozemail.com.au
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State, Club and Region News conlinued"u
Don ' t Forget!!
Pre-flight and
Hang Check .
Every time

Finally, our thanks to Bill Moyes and
Garry Turner for giving up a weekend to
assemble the tractor engine at Rylstone complete with new pistons. The grass can now be
kept under control , thanks guys.
Mike Warner

Western Australia
good to have him in our midst again. John
Clark finally gave in to the pressure and
agreed to accept the nomination for Club
President. Thanks John we know you will
enjoy the position.
We had two guest speakers at the meeting, David King and Robert Glover, from
GME Electrophone who gave a very illuminating talk on the Garmin GPS Personal
Navigator and how the GPS system works.
The instrument, the world's smallest, is
already used by Glen Salmon who speaks
well of the product and its ease of use.
Special club prices, yet to be announced, will
be available on the GPS and anyone interested should contact myself or Dane Snelling
for further information. I have trade literature
on it and other products in the GME range
including UHF radios and rescue beacons.
David King is willing to repeat the presentation to other clubs, so if anyone is interested
and can assemble a suitable audience, contact
myself or Dane. Our thanks to Dane for
organising the talk.

Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club
It's been a great summer season for the
club, culminating in the State Championships
which were once again hosted by our club
with generous support from "Be Smoke
Free" I Healthways. The turnout was impressive with twenty-seven pilots registered and
several more dropping in during the comp for
a free fly. All this year's entrants were from
WA and it was extremely gratifying to the
organisers than there was much higher participation this year from pilots in other WA
clubs. Stewie McYey (of the Clan McYey)
did a superb job of coordinating the event
with help from a small comp committee, and
managed to serve as aero tow pilot for one of

Glen MacLeod flying through Cunningham 's Gap in SE Queensland

the teams while he was about it. Good effort
Stewie!
The teams event was won by (surprise!)
the Sky Junkies with Thermal Dynamics and
CMF (Cosmic Mind F***ers) third. Apart
from the odd tangle with dust devils, the
comp seemed to be vastly enjoyed by all
with generally good conditions and same
real ly huge days and we look forward to
doing it again next year.
The results are published elsewhere and
we congratulate the winners, Gary Wright
(I st) Andrew Sanders (2nd) and Mark
McCumber (3rd). Special mention should go
to a some promising new guys who will be
worth watching in the future: Dave
Eckersley, a novice pilot who finished a very
creditable 9th in a tough field and won the
Novice section, Phil Knight, an intermediate
pilot who finished 10th (I st Intermediate)
and Dave Lines, who would have finished a
lot higher up in the scoring if his tum point
photos had turned out. Check that the film
has wound on next time Dave!
The club has had to change its plans
regarding the leasing of new paddocks west
of Wongan because of air space restrictions
and is now looking at moving to
Wyalkatchem to the South. The local council
is keen to have us and will let us use a disused airstrip close to the town site with club
rooms and hangar space. If we can organise a
slightly longer cross strip (a local farmer
being agreeable) this will be an excellent
new base of operations. The club has also
recently acquired a payout winch which will
be in action soon, and will allow more rapid
tow tum around and safer, more
effective tow launching. Our
thanks to Wongan farmer Rob
Milstead for his patience in letting us continue using his paddock while we get our act
together.
The club summer comp was
organised again this year by
Bomber Thompson, wi th each
pilot's best five di stances over
the season being scored . Mark
Stokoe won the Advanced
Section,
yours
truly
the
Intermediate secti on and Gordon
Marshall the Novice section.
We've had some great fly mg
without any broken bones and
not too much bent al um inium
and with the season taili ng off
our thoughts begin to turn to
Geraldton and the fantastic ridge
fly ing in that part of the worl d.
Safe flyi ng and I'll see you
on launch somewhere!
Sam Blight
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STOLEN
From Lismore: large 2nd hand harness suit
6'3" blue with yellow trim with parachute & elderly Litek instrument, helmet and blue Gortex jacket all in black harness bag. Stolen from a Uni
student who can't afford to replace it. Any assistance would be greatly appreciated. Ph Peter
066222988

WANTED
Mission 170 or XT 165 & harness to suit 6'2"
90 kg gd cond will pay up to $1000 ph Regan 07
38413529
Rotax 503 2 stroke complete preferred or parts.
To be mounted on MX Quicksilver Variable/nonV. pitch prop wanted also ph Mark 043321277
Central Coast
Moyes XS II 155 if you have this glider with low
hrs & it's in top cond I'll buy it ph Tumut 069
472191 AH
2nd hand harness/pod suit 6'3" up to $400 ph
0398794073, 0411 254619
SELL, SWAP OR TRADE: I wish to sell; swap or
trade my XS 169 for a suitable paraglider with
adjustments to price if necessary. the XS 169 is
in gd cond 80 hrs recent full factory strip &
check, king post hang, all colour fluoro sail that
has been UV treated, batten profile and new
hang loops. I want around $900 for the XS
Dealers are welcome to phone me Steve 065
842931

LOST
At Stanwell Park, Saturday 3/2/96. Pod harness green & black Aussie Skins with parachute, full face helmet (Finsterwalder) pink inside
lining Lindsay Ruddock instruments please ph
Kareena 042 942212

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In future all paragliders offered for sale must state
their certification standard, otherwise they will be labelled with 'NO
CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS).
Queensland
Phocus 29 int rating DHV 2 AFNOR 12A ex
cond 55 hrs total time aqua & violet colours
$2700 ph Gerry BH 019617935, AH 070 341451
New Nova Phocus 1260 hot colours new pattern speed system, awesome performance the
ultimate stability (12A, standard class) comes
with new Firebird turtle comp II harness Edel
back protection. New Edel steerable reserve
priced to sell ph Greg 07 55703726
Tandem Pacific Wings 35 (NC IS) ex
Queenstown NZ commercial heaps of flying left
harness, passenger risers offers ph Greg 07
55703726
APCO Spectra 30 intlhigh perform suit pilot 80100 kg, 50 hrs airtime in ex cond blue/white
Acpul Cert 1B also APCO 1st harness with back-
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plate new $4300 sell both for $2900 ono ph Mal
Price 074 480038

New South Wales
Edel Energy extra Ige 29 sqm pilot weight 80105 kg certification ACPUL performance DHV3 a
brilliant glider lots of great flights & never a bad
experience v safe 120 hrs approx. make an offer
call Ron Mckenzie 058 846688
Blade 27 exp int white/rainbow stripe tip 30 sqm
with lTV harness suit pilot 75-100 kg certified
ACPUL 12As good novice/intermediate wing.
This wing is in excellent condition with 35 hrs airtime. I have upgraded. To be sold $2650 (manual included) ph Stuart 028108573
Ultralight Products Vision M blue suit pilot 7585 kg gc 4 hrs airtime incl harness with back
protector. Also Skybox Birdie vario used twice.
Great 1st canopy $3500 the lot. Excellent buy,
must sell. Ph Anthony 069 474985
Galaxy Calida 29 12A novlint incl vgc harness
with back protector & reserve chute less than 20
hrs airtime $1900 ph George 07 55914070
Galaxy Experience 30 12A novlint incl perfect
harness & reserve chute (ex demo) less than 3
hrs airtime $3150 special offer ph George 07
55914070
Paragliding harness New "air bag" by Sport
Keller with Airebulle harness. This represents the
latest in back protection. $900 ph Tony 042
942999

Victoria

Nova Sphinx 29 sqm 85 hrs TT 10 As 2 Cs ec
as new $1700 + High Energy Reserve with long
bridle $300 ph 03 94581632, 018 554872

TRIKES
New South Wales
Please note: All powered hang
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be
accepted for publication.
Trike last rego 1995 T1-2045 Buzzard base only
complete unit with Rotax 503 (TT 320 hr) 3
blade warp prop Ige wheels pod tacho CHT compass & new seat no sail $2500 ph Ben ah 069
472110
Edge Executive full instruments silence kit electric start E-type box Ivo prop training bars low
hrs never bent always hangared ex cond XC bag
& trailer included $17,500 also Icom IC40 Mk II
radio $500 ph Jason 02 99487032
Edge 582 T2-2616 with brand new rings big
ends checked zero hrs on this top end with intercoms, Icom IC 20 Mk2 trailer front suspension
drum brake The best you'll find in its class.
$15,500 make an offer. Phone Joe 066 843711
AirBorne Edge trike T2-2565 only 31 hrs Ctype gearbox covers standard instrumentation
with custom trailer wing rack & tool box $16500
ono ph Peter 043 621015

Excel 26 (SHV 1B), harness & reserve (Justra
Stratos), helmet, vario Picolo 2. All in very gd
cond $2200 Quitting the sport. Ph Kate 059
741599

Trike Airborne Edge 582 LC T2-2724 only 153
hrs Ivo prop covers tacho compass ASI CHT
Temp Alt hour meter many other extras new
modified mast wing is yellow black & white ex
cond $12500 ph 066 432288

Edel Energy extra Ige 29 sqm pilot weight 80105 kg certification ACPUL performance DHV3 a
brilliant glider lots of great flights & never a bad
experience v safe 120 hrs approx. make an offer
call Ron Mckenzie 058 846688

Trike Airborne Edge Executive T2-2659 full
instrumentation inc dual EGT electric start, inflight trim adj. mint cond only 74 hrs airtime
$18500 ph Andrew 018685215

Edel Super Space 27 85-110 kg ACPUL 12As'
as new cond $2900 ph 057 583509 AH
Airwave Jive 29 sqm ex cond as new only 10
hrs of inland airtime a beautifully stable wing
never had so much as a tuck. Suit
beginnerlintermediate pilot (weight range 75-95
kg) colours jade/1ilac ACPULS (Jive 26 All As)
$2600 ono Michael Jowett ph 03 94785549
Nova Sphinx 29 AFNOR 10Al1C high performance wing 100 hrs airtime whitish with purple
cell walls ex cond extremely solid wing ideal
canopy for confident intermediate pilot looking to
move up to competition performance without the
price tag or the stress. A bargain at $2100 ph
Greg 03 95806854 AH or 018 583405 anytime
Edel paragliding reserve chute (steerable) 20
gore 2 yrs old repacked last year ph Jorg
Adamson 057 55 1500
Apache 26 sqm an excellent beginnerlintermediate glider v safe DHV 2 rating suit pilot weight
70-90 kg 60 hrs airtime complete with bag &
speed system a bargain at $1800 ph Tony on 03
96998202 BH, 018177307 AH 03 96467889

Edge Executive 582 T2-2683 10 hrs red/white
full instruments quiet kit electric start covers
immac also Edge 532 %2-2528 196 hrs new sail
new prop new C-type gearbox new exhaust full
instruments covers $9900 also Pegasus XL 462
HP T2-2589 350 hrs redllblack full instruments
covers tow gear $10500 also accessories
Trailer, Icom VHF radio, ballistic parachute,
Comunica intercom eqpt, helmets, suits,
kitchen sink! Phone Sydney Mic,olight Centre if
you're serious about flying 042 941031
Trike Skylink Hornet T2-2568 2 seater 532
engine 133 hrs Ivo prop full instruments great
machine to fly never landed hard asking $11,000
firm reason for sale just bought house need
some $$$ ph Adrian 063 827013 after 7pm
Airborne Edge trike T2-2695 as new E-type
g'box only 40 hrs & new tow system helmets &
intercom covered trailer optional $19,000 ph 049
886146 AH , 049 873255 BH
Edge 582 trike T2-2621 electric start short
wheel base, only 40 hrs old in new cond black in
colour full instruments, digital compass , Icom
A20 radio , Comunica intercom & helmets, backrest, windscreens , 2 flying suits, full Airborne
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covers, trailer with \Ving rack, everything in brand
new cond $17,500 no offers priced for quick sale
will separate ph 6234526 or 019124582
Quantum 462 trike T2-2727 385 hrs maintained
in excellent cond complete log books always
hangared engine recently overhauled. Excellent
perfonnance. Green US $20,000 ono ph Ian 049
320204
Edge 582 T2-2567 registered 2.11.96 B type
gearbox full instruments only 76 hrs full covers ,
communications & trailer $13,000 for more information please ring Malcolm 066 466106
Trike 2 seat HGFA registered T2-2537 82 genuine hrs total time ex cond full instruments complete main!. log, flight log & spares Ivo prop,
carby heat & fitted ballistic emerg. chute.
Reliable & safe. Looks & flies great. 55 knt+
cruise, only one owner from new. Includes custom trailer with full cover, suit new buyer
$11,000. VHF Icom Mkll radio, plus 2 helmets
with intercom $1,000 Sydney ah 02 99722853,
bh 02 99050888, mob 0412172159
Trike Airborne Edge T2-2636 582 C-type 252
hrs Executive wing in-flight trim, castoring front
wheel, windscreen, Aerial Pursuits intercom, 2
helmets, Icom A20 Mkll radio, press to talk,
remote aerial full set of covers & trailer all in as
new cond $16800 ph 066 425063

Queensland
Edge Rear Wheel Brakes for Airborne trikes.
The brakes weigh less than 1-5 kg & fit under
the spats $175 ph Russell Groves 074 450084
AH
Trike kite 210 built for trikes by Moyes early

model in vg cond new LE material $1000 also
Rotax 532 64 hp 2 carbies fuel pump radiator
muffler no manifold ex-cond 2.4:1 gearbox 130
hrs $1500 ph 079 393645 weekends
Trike Buzzard & Arrow II T1-2063 Rotax 532
with approx 150 hrs 4 blade Brolga prop pod &
side skirts 3" alt, 3" VSI, 3" ASI, 3" tacho dual
CHT & new hr metre forced sale due impending
marriage $6500 ono ph 071 631438
Trike base Airborne 447 single seat base only
no wing. In ec comes with Rotax owners manual
plus copies of Rotax service sheets. Also 2 propellers & saddle with nylon flange to attach wing
to trike good value at $2000 ph Ross 07
32776466 bh or 0732098851 ah
Trike Airborne Executive Edge 582 T2-2760 as
new 90 hrs TT electric start, full instruments
black pod, white-red-black wings for sale
$18,400 ph 070987776
Trike parts single seater Rotax 503 3 blade prop
large wheel all in gd cond $4000 ph Barry 071
534848

Victoria
Pegasus Q trike 462 engine white composites
pink & blue wing full instruments including VSI
plastic tank model 160 hrs training available
$13,500 ph 015 303484
Pegasus Q trike 462 engine red composites
red , black & white wing full instruments including
VSI & carb heat T2-2508 training available
$13,000 ph 0395875975
Pegasus Q trike 462 engine yellow composites
green, black, white wing full instruments including carb heat T2-2507 training available
$12,500 ph 015 303484

First in the new fully sponsored glider. .. the envy of
the club ... until that day...

Ultracom helmets & intercom unit $500
Red Comunica set 90's with patch kit &
push to talk $1000 Icom VHF A20 $470
Icom VHF A20 Mkll $550 ph 015 303484
Trike Pegasus Quantum T2-2777 Super
Sport 582 red 70 hrs always hangared
ASI , VSI, dual EGT, water temp , clock
revs, ignition key light, touring windscreen, factory Pegasus panniers (2 x 20
litre XC), warning horn, dual landing
lights, kevlar LE & in-flight trim. 1 of only
24:1 gearboxes in Australia with quiet kit
& 6 blade Ivoprop & spinner. 2nd battery
regulator & alternator with dual volt
meters. Electric start, full covers , front
mud flap , soft & hard tip battens, tip protectors & many other ex1ras. This is the
quietest, most optioned trike in the country. 1st to see will buy. Can organise
delivery to East states. Cost $33,500 will
sell $24,950 as owner pursuing GA 018
356271

1

912 Quantum 4 stroke 80 hp trike landing early April The ultimate flexwing ph
015303484, 0395875975
Pegasus Q T2-2707 180 hrs TT Rotax
462 complete with trailer ex cond always
hangared $17000 neg ph 058 265204

South Australia
Pegasus XLR trike 462 high power 230
hrs full covers & books, always hangared
ex cond reg. no. T2-2585 $13,000 hangar
available at Strathalbyn ph 0411174629
Pegasus XLR high power T2-2790 Dec
93 immac cond ASI, tacho , CHT hr meter
Ivoprop 97 hrs total time custom trailer
covers intercoms always hangared & a
joy to fly $14,800 ono ph 085 641056
Trike Airborne Edge 582LC with C-type
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gearbox reg T2-2533 in ec full instrumentation &
covers Comunica helmets headsets & intercom
$12,700 ono ph 08 3826973

ACT
Trike Medway Raven flown at Avalon Airshow
462 LC T2-2535. Brother to the Skylink Hornet
but faster 85 mph the same sleek wing as the
new Venturer, a two-seater fast cross country
tourer. 4.5 hrs endurance. Very stable, light in
the roll. Full instruments, strobe/landing lights,
radio setup, carburettor heat. Ivo pitch adjustable
prop. Includes trailer, wing carrier & covers.
Phone for photo & magazine article. Currently
hangared at the beautiful South Coast. $10,200.
06 2585496 ah

HANG GLIDERS
New South Wales
Xtralite 147 exp int mylar clear scrim LE royal
blue & fluoro yellow US spare upright ex cond
$3600 ono + Sjostrom vario vgc $320 ono ph
Phil 060 562885
CT 170 beginnerlinter glider 5 hrs flying time gc
complete with cocoon harness $500 ph 02
5287498
XS 155 Mkll exp int Nov 92 low hrs (less than
50) It grey US white powerweave MS scrim LE
ex cond + Tracer harness suit 5'7"-6' with new
parachute complete $2000 ph Paula 049
499270
Aero 170 nov older model but only 45 hrs gc
some new parts $1100 also Xtralite 137 exp int
lilac US white LE mylar TS 160 hrs flies well
looks a bit tatty cheap at $1900 Nick Dillane 014
923225 or 039 4295677 leave message
Blade 141 exp int white TS yellow US purple TE
ex cond $2900 ono ph 049 633281 H 049
661089 W
Aero 170 nov It blue & white ex cond with manuallow flying hrs $1500 ono UHF 40 ch Road
Runner radio with manual $200 ono Cocoon
harness Para logic chute Roberts Mk IV va rio
towing bridle trolley offers please Barry 02
99826516
XS 142 exp int vgc great 1st high perfonnance
glider white LE fluoro yellow & blue US $1600
ono ph Grant 042 943351
Mission 170 nov/int gc 70 hrs only new wires all
round speed bar wheels dk blue LE white TS It
blue US manual & batten profiles Moyes pod &
reserve parachute $1200 ph Tumut 069472191
AH
Moyes Worldbeater GTR 151 int excellent cond
no prangs pink LE yellow & pink US speed bar &
faired uprights new VG rope & side wires very
lifty glider suit advanced novice to intermediate
pilot. Call Steve 067 375240 for free photo or
information. Forced sale $1200 price negotiable
Moyes XS 155 exp int king post hang ex cond
nothing replaced approx 40 hrs 2nd owner
$1200 ono Contact Simon on 049 217136 BH,
049571714 ah , 018675905 mob.
Xtralite 147 exp int 18 mths old great cond
$3200 also Edel reserve chute 2 yo pulled
down apex $250 ph 042 948110
Aero Race 150 int only 8 hrs new flying
wires/top wires Excellent cond grey pink white
$1800 ph Matt 042943004
Blitz 155 exp int immac cond performance &
handling you'll love! Less than 50 hrs. Red LE
blue & orange US $1300 make an offer Desire
151 int Mark Newland's ex-comp glider ex cond
with performance to burn $2200 Elite 150 int
new glider less than 8 hrs on it $3200 ono per-
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formance plus with the Enterprise handling you
have enjoyed. YES you will get spares if you
require them Combat 152C int gd cond with
excellent handling & performance you can use
$800 ono 2 x Aero 170s nov gc cond $1400 ono
Edge 582 T2-2616 with brand new rings big
ends checked zero hrs on this top end with intercoms, Icom IC 20 Mk2 trailer front suspension
drum brake The best you'll find in its class.
$15,500 make an offer. All these quality aircraft
MUST GO. No reasonable offer refused. Phone
Joe 066 843711
Sting 154 novlint mint green & lilac ex cond 50
hrs only flying time $2200 ph Colin 049 680638

Low airtime gliders: Enterprise Wings Aero
145 int Aug 93 round uprights 35 hrs airtime
white LE fluoro green & pink on sail ex cond
$2500 ono Enterprise Wings Gyro 160 nov Dec
93 v low airtime $2000 ono Pacific Airwave
Vision 2 Tandem glider 1991/93? $3750 ono
Moyes XL nov 1994 small v low airtime $2000
ono Moyes XT 165 int 1994 max of 30 hrs
$2200 ph Heather Cook 3316990 or Gary
Hooper 6426051
Sting 166 novlint in ex cond suit pilot 60-90 kg
blue LE white & grey US $1500 ph Chris on 02
5558408 H or 02 2394300 W

rebuilt by Moyes new sail & frame suitable for
the heavier pilot excellent to fly land & thermal
$2800 also XS 155 exp int gc although sail
requires attention both glider strong & robust
$600025977435 AH , 019994012 BH

South Australia
Moyes XT Pro int orange pink & white with
Moyes pod med-Ige ex cond $1850 ph Craig W
083735233,015715732 AH
Xtralite 147 exp int power rib blue LE lime green
US white MS gc $3200 ono ph Paul 3863452 or
019693554

XT 145 int look no further brand new cond flown
only twice pink scrim LE green Us white TS
speed bar $2800 also pod hamess with chute
$50 suit 5'('-5'10" ph Richard 045 751883

Foil 160B Racer int ex cond a great 1st high
perform glider at an affordable price. Test fly
Central Coast Northern Beaches, Illawarra $850
cash or $300 deposit and $150 per month for 4
months ph Martyn 02 4847018 H, 022651676 w

Moyes Flex harness suit pilot 180-185 cm dk
blue with electric blue pockets immac cond with
modified tilt adjustment system - better than
new! $700 ono ph Paul 3863452 or 019 693554

Foil 160B Racer orange fluoro mylar LE black &
orange US custom tube upright $600 ph Dave
065412427

Sting 118 nov gc 20 hrs young blue LE rainbow
colours ideal for pilot to 65 kg $1950 ph 049
343578

Blade 141 exp int ex cond It grey/fluoro lime US
kevlar LE & TE less than 30 hrs airtime $3500
ono will pack & freight ph Col 08 88273218 or
019676605

Desire 141 int gc mauve & grey HPT square
rear surface $2900 ono ph 02 5217931 AH

Moyes Mission 170 vgc urgent sale $1000 ph
062979195

Tandem glider Dream 220 red white & black
$1500 ono ph 02 5217931 AH

Mission 170 nov only 23 hrs flight time great
cond fluoro green yellow white & pink comes
with batten profiles $1200 ono Moyes pod harness with High Energy Parachute $500 ono
Sjostrom vario $400 Paul Marshall 8/38 Bream
St Coogee NSW 2034

Moyes XS 155 exp int king post hang ex cond
nothing replaced approx 40 hrs 2nd owner
$1200 ono ph Simon 049 217136 BH, 049
571714 AH, 018 675905 (mob).
Sting 154 novlint grey LE magenta US ex cond
$2100 ono ph Phil or Vicki 042852685
Blade Race 132 exp int custom US design 10
hrs new suit new glider buyer pilot range 50-85
kg must sell $3100 ono ph Paul 043 341919
Sting 166 nov low hrs well maintained tight sail
fully faired aluminium & speed bar $2500 + harness Air Support Sky Lite suit 5'8" 75-80 kg
perf cond $650 + chute High Energy pulled
apex $350 + vario Ball 651 $350 + UHF radio
40G & accessories $350 + other accessories
discounted price for package deal ph 049
634359 AH
Enterprise Wings Aero 145 int black blue &
white as new cond 3 hrs flying + harness suit
5'4" freestyle $2800 ph 043 323425
Mars 170 nov vgc hardly used blue LE $650 ph
Dean 02 99798237 AH or 02 99797052 AH
Moyes XS 155 Series 2 (exp int) manuf Jan '93,
serial # 2490 yellow & orange fluoro US fluoro
orange I F: & top panel, giving the US an effective rainbow of fluoro colours while in flight. Has
all original tubing , manual, service kit, batten
profile, spare upright & new side wires Jan 96.
This glider has been very well looked after & is
in ex cond with only 100 hrs logged $2000 ono
ph 046 810641 AH or 02 2030637 BH
Airborne Sting 154 nov/int manuf July '93 serial
# S54-65 orange & blue US lilac LE & white TS
an excellent buy as this glider hasn't been used
for the past 2 yrs & is in ex cond with only 20 hrs
logged freight tube available if required . $1800
ono ph 046 810641 AH or 02 2030637 BH
Moyes Pod harness gc suit 5'10" +/- $250 ono
also Parachutes Australia parachute as new
never used $300 ono also Sjostrom vario vgc
$400 ono ph Steve 02 8872090 AH , 015 904400
BH
Gyro 11160 gc ex beginner pretty colours spare
uprights as well as a cocoon harness $900 ph
Kayne 02 6341515
Foil 160B Racer int gc LE sleeves brand new
side wires flies well must sell going OS $700
also Cocoon harness $50 ph Mark 046 258532
or after March 30 Rob 06 2549485
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Queens/and

Moyes Mission 170 nov vgc low hrs plus 6ft
pod harness $1600 ono ph 055 234369
Nissan Pathfinder 1988 ST 5 speed manual
burgundy power steering airconditioning new
tyres & suspension bull bar tow bar HG racks
stereo radio cassette tint windows full 12 mth
rego 2197 $1600 also Windsurfer F2 Function
complete with board
mast boom harness
& one sail great from
beginner thru to
intermediate $600
Harness Moyes
Extreme It blue &
lilac to suit 178 cm
approx gc $900
owner departing the
country 5977792
Brett
Moyes Mission 170
nov electric blue LE
fluoro pink/yellow US
faired kingpost
speed bar landing
wheels 2 spare
downtubes batten
profile & manuals An
ideal 1st glider, ex
cond $1650 also
Flytec vario with
base bar clamp car
charger & AC charger ec $230 or $1800
the lot ph Geoff H 02
99707569. W 02
99302515
Airborne Blade 141
exp int It blue & grey
US kevlar LE dacron
sail looks great flies
even better lovingly
maintained flown
only by conservative
Operations Manager
new October 94
$3000 ph Craig
Worth 065 592713
XS 169 Moyes exp
int as new totally

Airborne Blade Race 132 adv mauve & white
20 hrs airtime ex cond sweet glider $3500 ono
ph Helen 07 55963701
Gyro 160 II nov pink LE white MS perfect beginners glider ex cond less than 50 hrs airtime
photo available $1000 ono ph 015 635695
Sting 166 novlint skyblue & white cross country
frame incl faired uprights speed bar & VB only
30 hrs use excellent cond serviced by Airborne
with all cables upgraded. Spare upright $1950
Brisbane ph Geoff 0412 106757
Blade Race 141 exp int 3 comps old 45 hrs total

release available

WI NGTECH releases come complete With:
BRIDLES for uro and ground tOIll
QUICKLINKS for fatt secure attatchment
TOW RI NGS for smooth exits
CONES to save lIIeak-links
INSTRUCTIONS lIIith diagrams
All this in a slim pack STORAGE
BAG that fits neatlv in any harness.
Your release will .Iways be IIIhere you
need it - lIIith your flying kit.
H.G. Combo
H.G. Aero tow
Paraglider
Available from ...

$80.00
$60.00
$60.00

Wingtech
(049) 499 222
(049) 499 199
Airborne
Dynamic Flight
(053) 492845
(057) 551724
Eagle HGS
South Coast HGS (085) 563030
ACT Paragliding
(06) 2823612
High Adventure
(065) 565265

WINGTECH
SailsforFlight

33

time ex cond silver & black US $3500 ono ph
Gerry BH 019617935, Ah 070 341451
Xtralite 137 exp int power rib clear scrim LE purplelfluoro yellow US 25 hrs logged immac cond
14 mths old no comps or prangs $3900 ono ph
Greg 07 55703726
Davron 808 Micro Tec flight computer FAI
barograph, speed to fly, polars, nett vario, lots of
software too many functions to list ph for more
info Greg 07 55703726
Combat 2152 int late model quick set-up fittings
parts Moyes has Desire anti-flexors (can be easily fine tuned) superb handling ideal 1st high performance or inexpensive glider all offers considered ph 079 793414
UP XTC 205 tandem glider ec $3500 aero-tow
keel extension + castor wheels c/w spats $500
Blackhawk harness &: parachute $500
Blackhawk pod harness $150
Camera equipment: Minolta X7OO, Tamron 17
mm lens, Minolta 16 mm fish eye lens, auto
winder + remote release, case, mounts +
counter weight $1700 ph 07 55701699, mob 019
641129
Blade 141 exp int kevlar details ex cond 1.5 yr a
steal at $2150 ph Tony Oniper 07 55909719
XS 155 exp int grey mylar LE pink & yellow US
ec $1000 ph Mike 019 641129 or 07 55701699
Moyes XT 165 int red LE blue US white TE
approx 90 hrs 2 spare base bars well maintained
must sell $1825 ono 7/5 Duke St Kingston Q
4114
Sting 166 novlint ex cond v little use $1800 ono

blue LE blue/fluoro yellow ph 079 554281

XT 165 int ex cond 12 hrs total airtime white top
mauve LE followed by fluoro yellow. speed bar
incl $2400 ono ph Justin 07 38560088 Hang
gliding harness European design Sport Keller
brand suit 170-190 cm height mauve colour perf
cond $450 ono ph Justin 07 38560088

pink/purple US $900 + XS 155 exp int early 89
keel hang white TE, pink TS, pink/purple US
$800 + Desire 151 int Nov 94 kevlar TE & US
white TS blue/yellow/white US $2300 ono +
Desire 151 int mid 95 kevlar TE & LE white TS
purple/lime/white US $2500 ono + Blade 141
exp int early 95 white TS black/pink/white US
$2900 must sell to overcome compulsion to
hoard. Please phone Steve at home on 03
98733473 or his analyst Max at work on 03
98017067 or at home on 03 97350756

XS 155 exp int blue & yellow US white TS standard cloth in vgc no wrinkles no flutters ex glider
for the budget-conscious improver only $959 ph
0755710389

Foil Combat 139 int July 91 vgc 80 hrs
blue/orange US sleeved LE suit 50-75 kg pilot at
$1850 comes with spare upright ph 03 97552314
ah

Moyes pod harness in gc blue suit pilot from
5'10"-6'4" only $200 ph 07 55710389

Mission 170 nov vgc white MS fluoro yellow LE
green US 90 hrs airtime $1400 also pod harness Ige $200 ph Glenn 03 98761312

Moyes pod harness ex cond as new blue with
white stripes suit approx. 5'5"-5'10" $300 ono ph
079554281

Victoria
Foil 135 int vgc high performance glider for the
smaller pilot at a price for the budget minded.
White MS with blue & yellow US. Speed bar,
fibreglass tips, spare upright. Must sell as I no
longer fly $650 ph Ken 03·97299261
Aero 170 nov older model but only 45 hrs gc
some new parts $1100 also Xtralite 137 exp int
lilac US white LE mylar TS 160 hrs flies well
looks a bit tatty cheap at $1900 Nick Dillane 014
923225 or 039 4295677 leave message
Xtralite 147 mylar exp int has seen a few miles
however it goes well without the hint of a flutter a
cheap long range ship at only $1580 + Xact harness to suit pilot 5'7" average build gd cond
$285 ph 03 98366019 or 018 996087 for more
details

Jiri after take offfrom Mt Bakewell in York WA. Photo by
David Morgan

Aero 165 Race int pink LE
white MS pink & blue US ex
cond urgent sale $1950 ono
+ Foil 160B Racer int grey
LE orange US gc $1000
ono + Aero 150 nov mint
LE white MS pink US gc
$1650 ono + Mission 170
nov red LE white MS yellow
& grey US new bag ex cond
$1500 ono ph Steve 057
501174 or 018570168
Moyes Mission 170 nov ec
90 hrs & tenderly cared for.
Fluoro orange LE & TE with
fluoro blue & yellow US &
white TS speed bar small
wheels owner's manual &
batten profile. Flys really
well & looks great in the air
or amongst a crowd $1400
ono Chris 018 384910 or 03
97379773
Combat 152 series 1 int
orange LE white TS pink
grey & white US mits new
lower wires pip pins &
upright fair cond $1000 ono
spare new outer LE $75 set
of 3 Pagen books $10 ph
John H 03 97724573, W
95876341
Moyes XT 165 nov/int in
brand new cond flown for 5
hrs speed bar blue LE white
MS pink & green US also
small/med European made
pod harness & Moyes
wheels will separate $2900
H 03 98504474, W 03
98724613
XS 155 exp int Nov 89 king
post hang grey LE pink TS

Moyes XT 165 int brand new cond flown 5 hrs
$2800 03 98504474
Pod harness European $300 03 98504474
Foil Combat 152 int red gold US white TS & LE
60 hrs total airtime $1400 + Moyes XS III 142
exp int light weight Swiss tubing current model
pink & Royal blue gc delight to fly & great handling approximately 100 hrs $2000 ph Neil 03
94844502
Sting 118 int only 20 hrs airtime vg cond pink LE
dk & It blue US $2000 also Moyes pod harness
gc suit pilot height 5'4"-5'10" $300 ph Jorg
Adamson 057 551500
Blade Race 141 exp int white/purple (ex visiting
pilot) $2600 ono ph Steve Stricek 057551503
Xtralite 147 exp int mylar fair cond $1650 ph
Angus 018 996087, 03 8366019
Xtralite 147 exp int white scrim EL black front
section US white half power rib ex cond $3800
Harness Flash black with fluoro yellow & pink
stripe D Scott side mount chute container carry
bag included $60 XS 155 exp int scrim fluoro
orange LE & white half power rib & 4 oz scrim
TE & tips gc with awesome glide $1320 ono ph
Trevor 059 796388, 018 390560

ACT
Vision 170 nov/int gc $800 ono ph Richard 06
2934022
Aero 150 nov pinklwhite low hrs gd cond speed
bar $2700 harness, radio, tow meter also available ph Matthew 3453027
Aero 165 int brand new violet white & green
speed bar $3000 ph Sandra or John 015 489657
Moyes Mission 170 vgc urgent sale $1000 ph
06 2979195

Northern Territory
Meteor 190 int yellow & green gc suit tandem
$600089274447

Western Australia
Blitz 146 adv ex-Rob Hibberd comp prototype
(stiff sail & slightly narrower chord than regular
Blitz) extra heavy duty kevlar reinforced dacron
MS with kevlar LE & TE US pastel blue & pink
only 90 hrs many extras eg bar
mitts/wheels/map holder/hang loops etc $1700
ono + Moyes Xact harness suit approx. 5'11"
pilot grey/green $400 ono ph Rob 09 4053411,
AH 018 906052
Sjostrom vario $35 + Moyes pod harness suit
5'6"-6' $350 + Reserve parachute $350 + Clip
on wheels $60 + Speed bar $60 + Towline 440
metres 5 mm (never used) on reel $60 all items
in A1 cond will sell separate or the lot for $1100
ph Steve 09 3992324 ~

SKYSAILOR

Moyes Accessories
of the highest quality materials for your safety and performance .
MOYES XTREME • Extremely comfortable
• Streamlined • Single main sus/Jension • Low drag
• Curved aluminium bac/</Jlatc • Even sup/Jon
• Suspension slider rod • Steel carabiner • Vest style
front entry • Front or side mounted chute • Head up or
down adjustable limiting ro/Je • 3 large interned storage
pockets • Adjustable soft shoulder /Jads • Camera &
radio pocket • Leather reinforced boot skid • External
side storage /Joci<et • Retractable open & closing zip/)er
pulls • Continous webbing • Pocket for drinking system
• Custom made • 13 colours •
MOYES FLEX • Comfortable • Aluminium
5/Jreader bars for even support • From entry vest-style
• Easy rotation from prone to upright position • Loads of
storage • Camera & radio pockets • External side storage
pocket • Continous webbing • Steel carabiner • Custom
made • 13 colours •
VARIOS
• Flytec 3005 and 3020
• Flytec 3030 - including PC software
• Ball Ml9E
• Arai Designs Flight Tangent - with

PARACHUTES
• High Energy Sports Quantum Series - 3 sizes,
330, 440 and 550 tandem
• High Energy Sports HES - 2 sizes , 20 gore
and 22 gore
• Metamorfosi - 1 size

HELMETS
• Moyes Paracond - 4 sizes S, M, L and XL
• Ibargoyen Moyes helmet
• Uvex Jurk - 6 sizes XS, S, M, L, XL and XXL
GLASSES
• Ol' Eagle Eyes - plain, single vision or bi-focal
WHEELS
• Hall Brothers Control Bar Protectors
to suit l l/R" basebar

CARABINERS
• Stubai Steel locking with 5000 kg breaking strain
T·SHIRTS
• Moyes T-Shirts - with short or long sleeves or
collared in sizes 18, 20 or 22
FLIGHT GEAR
• Moyes Flying Jacket - ava il ab le as pullover

new final glid e calcu lator

or zippered in sizes S, M or L

AIRSPEED INDICATORS
• Hall Brothers Hang Gliding - 55 & 80 MPH
• Hall Brothers Paragliding - 50 KPH
• JDCElectronic ASI Skywatch Wind
- available in MPH o r KPH calibration for h ang

•
•
•
•
•

Moyes
Moyes
Moyes
Moyes
Moyes

Pacer Flying Suit - S, M or L
Racer Flying Suit - S, M or L
Hats - one size fits all
Speed Arms - sizes S, M or L
Embroidered Badge

gliding or paragliding

OTHER
• Avocet Altimeter watch
• Silva Compass 70U
• Garmin 45 GPS
• GME radios
• Eggler headsets
• Flytec Meteo Station Electronic Barometer
OTHER ACCESSORIES
• Moyes Hand and M ap fairings

DENNIS PAGEN
• Hang Gliding Training Manual
• Understanding the Sky
• Performance Flying
• Walking on Air - Paragliding
PETER CHENEY
• Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots

• Moyes Windsocks - in 3 sizes
• Bailey/Moyes Tow release

• Camelbak Drinking System
• Hook knife

For further information please contact your local dealer or the Moyes factory.
MOYES DELTA GLIDE R S Pty Ltd 173 Bronte Road W ave rle y NSW 2024 Australia Tel: 61 23875622 Fax: 61 23874472

